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PREFACE
The literature on impingement erosion has been examine4 with a view to deducing 	 ((
; empiric (or analytic) rela0o' nships for the relationships between erosion rate and external
variables, in particular the velocity, angle of impingement, and size and shape of the
impacting drops. .
k The difficulties inherent in the interpretation of erosion test data acre discussed
and a rationalized approach is>described. 	 The available data yield only very approximate \ i;
generalizations, which should be subjected to further experimental trial.
k One of the major difficulties in the correlation of test data is the variation' of
kerosion rate during a test.	 An analytic model is proposed to explain this v6eiction.
	 !
` Except for a short discussion in Part C on dissolution,
- of materials by liquid metals,
this report is concerned with the effect of external conditions such as impact velocity, etc.,
on the ,erosion" of °meta is by then i m ingement of liquid drops.
	 It does not directly: con-
;ern itself with the erosion resistance of specific mate rials, or	 - except in passing
	 - with
the relationship between erosion resistance and other material properties.
Part A constitutes a -major revision of
	 Section V of Reference 1.	 Much new material
has been included, some of the old material has been deleted, and the conclusions" have been
revised.	 Some of the deleted material is still referred to by citing References 1, but in all
important aspects this report is self-contained.
	
\
Part B, presenting an analytic model for the variations of erosion rate with exposure
time is a development°of Appendix	 E	 of reference 2• A broader discussion, of the time-
,,dependence of the erosion rate (including this analytic model) is given im Reference 30
III-v
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PART A
SURVEY OF CLUES TO THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EROSION RATE
AND IMPINGEMENT CONDITIONS
F. J. Heymann
1„0	 GENERAL CONS IDERATIOiNS RELATING TO THE INTERPRETATION AND
CORRELATION OFF TEST DATA	 •
1.1 Independent Variables
The objective in this part is to see whether the impingement erosion tbst data in the
literature can be rude to yield generalized relationships, by means of which the erosion to
,,b/a expected under arbitrary operating conditions can be predicted. One would , like to be
able to express the erosion in terms of an empirical or semi-empirical equation, which would
be a function of the operating variables and would contain constants which are properties of
the materials of'the target and of the impinging liquid,,,
The independent variables, or operating conditions, are as follows:
1) Area of target subjected to impingement,
2) Shape of target,
3) Size of impinging liquid:
 drops or slugs,
4) Shape of impinging liquid drops or slugs,
5) Rate of impingement of I iduid on target,
6) Impact velocity between liquid and target,
7) Angle of impact between liquid and target surface.
8) Physical properties of liquid such as:
a. density,
b. viscosity ,
C. cOmpl'eSS'bi lity, or acoustic velocity.
i
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9) Physical properties of target. While the significant properties are still'
not known, these may be listed as possibilities:
a. hardness, or other strength property,
b. strain energy ° to rupture, or other energy property,
C. elongation, or other ductility property,
d. endurance limit, and fatigue S -N relationship,
,e. elasticity, or acoustic velocity.
10) Surface conditions of target, such as:
a. roughness,
b. work hardening or other surface effects due to previous preparation andf or
^ erosiono
C. presence of surface films of Liquid.	 r
1 1) Microstructure and orientation of surface layers.
In this part of the report primary emohasb will be given to the velocity and angle of
impact, and the size and shape of impacting drops. Part B includes some discussions of
the fatigue properties and surface conditions of the I target.
1, 2 Dependent Va riables
One of the greatest difficulties in the interpretation and correlation of erosion test data
lies not in the multiplicity of the independent variables but in the p deltification of the daependent
variable or variables, which we have heretofore • glibly referred to as "the erosion". All would
be well if, under given conditions, erosion proceeded at a constant rate and could be unmis-
takably characterized by the uniform slope of the cumulative weight loss .versus time curve.
As is well known this is not what happens, and therefore some approach must be found
to characterize "the erosion". Figure 1 (a) is intended to represent a typical weight
loss versus time curve. (The axes are vaguely. labeled "erosion" and "duration°° quite
deliberately, since these quantities will be discussed more fully later.) ), This curve is
characteristic of much of the ..data found in the literature; the various "stages" of the
curve and possible explanations for them are discussed at length in Part B `of this report.
<:^,
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It can he shown that even a relatively well-behaved experimental plot is subject to a
variety of interpretotions. The circles in figure 1 (a) represent the hypothetical "raw data"
points. A conservative method of drawing the "curve" is to join the .experimental points by
straigkt lines, as shown. Reference 4; for instance, shows curves in this form. An erosion;
rate curve can then be constructed by plotting the slopes of these line segments versus the time
corresponding to their mid-points. This is shown by the circles and solid lines in figure 1 (b).
Referenc4^ 5 ^caresents its data in this form. This approach requires no decisions, but obviously
is not accurate unless the data points are very close together.
To draw in a "smoothed" curve, a conscious or unconscious decision must be made as
to how this smooth curve should look. If it is believed that the erosion rate rises from zero
during an incubation period to a • constant maximum value, and subsequently declines to a
secondary constant value, a curve will be drawn su , :h as the dashed one in=figure 1 (a),
whose counterpart in figure 1 (b) is also shown dashed. If one believes the erosion rate
reaches a rather steep peak value and then goes into a series of fluctuations, then",,the dash-
dotted lines in figures 1 (a) and (b) may result. This does not by any means exhaust : ,the possible
variations, but will serve to show how this decision can have a considerable effect on the shape
of the erosion curve presented; particularly so if data are presented in the form of er.osinn rate
curves. (Graphical differentiation of empirical data with all its uncertainties is of course
notori eOusly unreliable.)
This "prejudice" concerning what the erosion curves should look like is closely
related to the question of ju is
 tiow these curves should be quantitative ly
 characterized, i e.
f	 just what the dependent variables are which should correlate with the operating conditions.
The objective of this empirical approach is to predict the amount of erosion
,
 expected after
a given time, or at least the time required to reach some "critical" degree of erosion.
References cited are listed in a later section.
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The parallel study reported ii Port 3 concerns the possibility of predicting the form of
the erosion versus time curve analytically, on the basis of assumed material removal mechanisms.
This has not yet advanced to the stage where it can be of help in the present study.. Therefore we
adopt that view which is the most widely he Id and which is practical enough for present purposes.
That is: The first stage in erosion shows, little or no weight loss and represents plastic defor-
mation of the surface and initiation of fatigue cracks. This stage merges into the second stage
in which the rate of weight, loss is at a maximum and . approximately uniform over a period of
time. This in turn merges into a later stage or stages in which the erosion rate diminishes and
may or may not tend toward another uniform value., Whatever the precise cause or causes of
this decrease in erosion rate may be, it is usually associated with rather general and severe
damage to the surface, which through geometrical effects alone may result in an effective
alteration of the impingement conditions. Thus the best parameters to describe the progress
of erosion in a relatively simple and yet significant manner are:
1) A quantity representative of the duration of the initial (incubation) stage, denoted
by T in figure 2.
r 2) A quantity representative of the rate of erosion during the second stage, denoted
by R in figure 2,; This is ths, most significant . wantity, and most of the following
sections deal with it.
3) Of additional interest would be some quantity representative-of the degree of
damage at the "end" of the second stage. This would help
,
 to 0ablish whether
this transition is really a geometric effect, and also whether the first two stages
do really cover the "permissible" degree of erosion in a practical application.
However, very little information on this is available.
There are test data to which the foregoing generalizations,0nd conclusions do not seem
to apply, but for most .of the usable data they do seem valid, and our correlation attempts are
based on this type of curve. Eventually, however, the deviations from this type of curve must
also be understood and accounted for. wt is important to remember that more than one mech-
anism of material removal may be active: the above-descri bed. behavior applies to those
conditions under which a fatigue mechanism predominates. This is valid for most of the
{W Asironuclear
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material and impact velocity combinations for which test data are available, and probably to
most turbine operating conditions. If, however, impact velocities are increased, then material
removal due to individual impacts will also occur, and at sufficiently high speeds the rate of
material removal by this process may be sufficiently high so that there is not enough time for
fatigue failures to occur at all. The shape of the erasion-time curve, the significant dependent
quantities, and their functional relationships to such independent variables as drop size and
impact velocity, can all be expected to change during this transition fro in one predominant
mechanism to anoi'-far. Test data at relatively high velocities (around 2000 ft/sec) are being
generated but are not yet available. Steam turbine blades will saon be operating in *his'
velocity range also.
1.3 Correlation Problems
Returning now to our assumed characteristic curve, another difficulty will be demon-
strated. Figure 3 shows three hypothetical but typical erosion-time curves from a given test
series. Curves A, B and C might have been obtained for three different materials under the
same operating conditions, or for the same material at three different impact velocities or
with three different "drop" or "jea sues. One may then seek to "compare" these curves, or,	 t"
determine from each a number which represents the erosion, to be correlated with material
properties or with operating parameters. With insufficient thought given to the
problem, the temptation might be to select a convenient point in time (say T = 3 onr figure
3) and compare either the' cumulative erosion, or, with more sophistication, the slope of
the erosion-time curve at that point. This, indeed, has been done by a number of authors.
It should .be evident from the earlier discussions, however, that this procedure is entirely
invalid. It can result in spurious "comparisons" between erosion rates corresponding to
completely different stages of the erosion process. Thus, in figure 3 at time T = 3, Curve
B is in the probably significant second stage; Curve A has already "broken" and is into the
third stage; Curve C may well still be in the incubation period.
111-5
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For a valid oomparisan there, are two desiderata, '
 _of which at least one, or preferably
both should be fulfilled. These are:`
:
1) The measured slopes, 6r erosion rotes, should be as Nearly as possible-average
or effective values representative of the second stages of the erosion-time curves.
2 The measured slo I)	 pes should,; be as nearly as possible the averages or effective
values over the some range ;cif cumulative erosion, i.e. associated with the same	 1
degree of damage done fo tl^e surface.
The first desideratum can be fulfilled only if the "end". of the second stage cl early^.	 is 0	
^
seen; if the test duration is not long enough for this to occur, then the second rule Must-suftice,
i
and one must endeavor to choose the erosl'on interval aver which the slope is measured in such
a way that the first stage, or incubation period, is excluded. In figure 3, this is simply not a
possible for Curvet; and when one exami' es the available test data the choice is often reduced
to one between spurious comparisons or no `^,Icompa'risons af,r.Il.
f	 1.4 Rationalized Parameters
It was pointed out earlier that the axes in figure i have., en labeled rather vaguely
as "erosion" and "duration". Direct comparison between different test data is often compl i -
catle by the fact t hat thea "erosion" may be c- iven in terms or weightd y 	- '^-	 	 	 oss, or volume loss,
and the "duration" in terms of time'., or number of impacts (for wheel-and-jet apparatus), or	 °.
in other ways. The target areas involved,, and the quantity of water impinging on it, will
differ not merely between different test series, but may also vary within a given test series
as a consequence of varying one of the other independent parameters. Thus,. for instance,
if' in a wheel -and- jet apparatus the jet diameter is changed, this effectively alters the area
of the target subjected to impact and also the quantity of water involved in each `impact, and
if the impact velocity is changed by changing the speed of rotation, this also alters the weight
of water impacting per unit time.
In order to permit valid comparisons and correlations, it is therefore essential to
express the erosion and the duration in a rationalized form which will compensate for these
test variations.
o
JF	 ^
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Since the undesirable aspect of erosion is the loss of volume and the change of geometry--
and this change of geometry in turn affects the rate of erosion--volume loss rather than weight
Toss should be considered. , There can be little arsgumerif that the obvious ratinnai ized erosion
parameter is volume loss per unit area, also sometimes referred to in the literature as mean
depth of penetration (MDP).
The appropriate rational ized .duration parameter is not quite so obvious. One could
make a `case for selecti'g the number of impacts, per unit area. At present, however,
	 j
preference is given to the v®I drr;e ot - liquid impinged per unit area. This is attractive because
results expressed in this way will show directly the effect of subdividing a given quantity of
impinging liquid into particles ,
 of different sizes or shapes, and because it makes the "rational-
ized erasion rate" (E)a non-dimensional quantity, as follows: 
E _ Volume. of material lost per unit area per unit time
Volume  o iquid impinged per unit area ,per unit time
f,he,,rationalized incubation time parameter corresponding to the above is, of course, ,a
the cumulative volume of l iquid impinged per.unit area at \ time T as defined by figure 2.o_
Foi- some correlations, where neither the target material nor the, impinging liquid is
satisfactori lyt°	 rationalized erosion rate can be tisfa
 represented in terms of weight of
material lost and weight of water impinged.'
1
I
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CUMULATIVE EROS`QN CURVES
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2.0
	 DEPENDENCE rfN IMPINGEMENT ,ANGLE	 o	 a
Only recently hove investigators shown serious concern with the Impingement angle,
The consensus appears to be that the normal component of the impingement velocity is that
primarily responsible for the damage,, with the tangential component playing c secondary role
Thus, according to Fyall avid King, (6) (7) for initial iSmooth surfd'ces the norma l
V pact velocity can be used successfully for correlations valid durir?,
-
t) a initiation and
	 j
earlier, stdoes of erosion, but that when the surface has been roughened bjo erosion, the tan-
gential component also becomes significant because the true local impact angles can become
more normal to- the absolut
ee velocity. No q uantitcative estimate is made for the latter e'ect.
	 1
Langbein and doff 7 . 	state thauthe normal component governs ;he erosion; tl^ ey
show loci of equal average erosion, rates plotted 6n a fie	 l^^ld of absolute vecity viersus it crli 
nation  angle andostate that these correspond
 
to loci of constant normal vellpcity component
V cos 8 ).n	 (10) (11)„	 jPearson	 l as piroposed the followi6^sg correlation equation tai represent She
	
r
geerosion rate E^an terms, of the impin went velocity V and inclination angle 8 measured	 ^.
from the normal direction (expressed in( ,our terminology):
E = K (V cos ®	 V )n/cos 6	 (1)C
in which K V , and n are to be re siedtt8, ,as constants of the tar et material.
C­ 	
,atg	 9	 (Actually,
least some of these constants must also be functions of the impinging lyuidl properties; drop
sizes etc.)
Pearsonfustiies introducing the^ .. .   1/cos 8 ,term by p''re enting .th'e data rep^ educed here
as figures '4 and 5. (These are direct copies of PearsoW s figures except that our terminology
has been substituted and the curvessdrawn through the points have been omitted.) It appears`
that E Cos. 0 correlates somewhat better with V cos 9 (figure 5) than does simply E with	 =
u - V cos ® (figure 4). This improvement is hardly dramatic, however, and the 1/cos A car
action should, in ou r^pirlion, he regarded as tentative and subject to analytic car further
experimental verification.
i
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For 12 percent chromium stainless steel, Pearson obtained values of approximately 400
and 2.6 for 
c 
and n respectively, for use in equation 1. Ratios of erosion rate at angle 9 to
that at normal incidence(E /E 
o
), based on this relationship, have ,been plotted in figure 6 for
three different velocities. Some independent support for this formulation may be provided by
data points also shown in figure 6, which have been deduced from erosion-flme curves given by
Busch and Hoff (12); rthese were obtained in their supersonic rain erosion facility, with target
cones of different angles, but same base diameter. The material was pure aluminum; the abso-
lute impact velocity was Mach 1.2, or approximately 1320 ft/sec.
In this situation, the area exposed to erosion changes with the angle, but the total
amount of impinging water remains the same. Thus,,;
 no area correction is necessary if the slopes
of the erosion-time curves are compared; it is necessary, on the other hand, for a rational com-
parison of incubation times.
Note that the erosion rate at e = 10o
 is actually somewhat higher than that at
e = 00; if this is actually so, it would support an observation by Brunton (70) that the damage
in s ingle -impact tests could be greater at slight angles of inclination than with, normal
impact. (Note that at 1300 ft/sec on aluminum, single -impact damage is certainly occur-
ring.) On the other hand, this may be are apparent effect only and due to ' scatter or some other
experimental variable. The curves in Reference 12 do not show actual data points.
The critical velocity V  for aluminum would certainly be far lower than that for 13
,percent chrome steel-perhaps on the order of 100 ft/sec. If one computes E,/E 0 from
Pearson's equation with V = 1300 and VC	 100, n remaining 2.6, one obtains Curve E,
which fats the data points reasonably well. Is this a confirmation of Pearson's equation, or
is it merely fortuitous? The former can be true only if the assumptions, of V c	 100 rand
n = 2.6 are indeed correct. (Differences in the values of K cancel out, of course.)
In a previous progress report (Reference ') it had been suggested that the data of
Reference 12 could also ,
 be represented by the simple relationship E8i /E o = cos2o, which
is shown as Curve A in figure 6. This simple angle-dependence does not fit any of Pearson's
results presented in figures 4 and 5, and therefore should be rejected.
In Section 4 of this report it is concluded that the exponents n in equations of this type
general ly
 fall between 2.3 and 2.6.
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The physical meaning of Pearson ' s equation is that erosion is in the first instance a
function of the normal component of the impact velocity, and that the additional erosion
due to a tangential comnent is accounted for by the 1/cos 9 multiplier. Such a relation
could not have been deduced from the data of Reference 12 alone, since in those tests the
absolute velocity was held constontr and the normal velocity component varied. Thus
there was no way of telling whether the change in erosion with the angle was to be attribu-
ted to a function of the angle alone, or to a combination of the changes in the angle and
the normal velocity. A reliable formulation for the angle effect can be obtained only if a
reliable formulation for the velocity effect is simultaneously determined, i.e. from test
programs in which velocities and angles a o varied independently. This is what Pearson
has attempted to do, and therefore, pending furthF r testing of the generality of hi,=r equation,
it is the best information available.
One set of data somewhat at variance with the foregoing was reported by Rranden,-
berger and DeHaller!4) .. They tested one material in a relatively low-speed whrhel -arid- jet
apparatus at various combinations of specimen velocity (u) and jet velocity ' (v). The
"jet velocity" in a wheel-and-et apparatus is of course ina direction per ndi^^ular to the
specimen velocity, and the absolute impact velocity is given by w =i^+ v2 , If the
specimen were of Found cross-section, as in a number of simiilar investigations, then w would
also be the effective normal impact velocity. In this case, however, the specimens were of
rectangular shape, and thus the velocity w is inclined at an angled a
	
tan-1 (v/u1; from
tie normal to the specimen surface. For a given value of u, considerably different results
were obtained for different values of v. The authors claimed that these differences were far
too great to be accounted for by the resulting differences in the absolute velocity w.
They speculated that cavitation may have been nduced by the flow geometry but
rejected this as a I ikely explanation, because the location of the maximum damage was not
consistent with this They finally concluded that the tangent ial velocity v had some ,; pro-
nounced independent effect, not presently explainable, on the erosion measured. This
conclusion has been introduced at some length because it has been quoted by subsequent
authors, and because e.camination of the actual data simply does not bear it out, as will
be shown below.
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TABLE 1
EROSION RATE E FOR DIFFERENT SPECIMEN VELOCITIES u AND JET VELOCITIES v
(FROM BRANDENBERGER AND DEHALLER 1927, REFERENCE (4))
v	 u	 w	 0	 E	 E'
m/sec	 m- ec
	 m/sec	 deg	 gm/106
 impacts E cos 0 - gm/106 impacts
52	 20	 55.7	 21	 1.05	 00' 98
52	 15	 54.2	 16	 .83
52	 10	 53.0	 11	 0.67	 0.66
52	 5	 52.3	 6	 0.64	 0.64f
42	 20	 46.5	 25	 0.32	 0.29
42	 15	 44.5
	 20	
€x.26	 0.245
k	 31	 20	 116-.9	 33	 0.122	 0.102
31	 15	 34.4	 26	 0.075
	 0.067
f (Note: The jet diameter was 6 mm, and the target material low carbon steel.)
Table 1 l ists best estimates of -the mean erosion rates, for the weight loss interval
of<D. 05 to, 0.5 gm, from figures 4 and 6 of Reference 4. The normal, tangential, and
absolute velocities are also listed, as well as the angles and the"" corrected" erosion rates
based on Pearson ' s hypothesis for angle effect discussed above. Figure 7 (a) shows
the data points plotted versus the normal impact velocity u, with , the "1/cos 0" angle
,
correction. Figure 7 (b) shows the some data (without angle correction) plotted versus the
absolute velocity w. The tfollowing observations can be mkide:/
1) When plotted aga!nst u, there is a;, different curve for each value of v. A
k
correction based on Pearson's assumption (E v ®`	 Ev ► , /cos 0) did not suffice
to 6-riling them into I i ne .
2) When the data are plotted against the absolute velocity w, they fall quite
well into-one curve.
h^6-16
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These observations not only contradict the conclusion reached by the authors of
Reference 4, but also seem to provide evidence contradicting the angle effect ;Theory
proposed by Pearson (equation 1). A possible conclusion to be drawn from all of the
observations taken together is, however, that in this case there is no angle effect-
or none of the commonly expected nature-as a result of the jet velocity. This is con-
ceivable when it is considered that the direction of the tangential component of the impact
velocity is also the direction in which the impacting mass of liquid is or infinite length.
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3.0	 DEPENDENCE ON DROP SIZE AND SHAPE ,  	 ^
3.1 Review of Available Data 	 ^^
Despite the fact that the maximum im^act stress is generally a function of the material
properties and the impact velocity, and should be independent of the size of the impacting
E
	
	
drops, there is ample evidence that both the size and the shape of the impacting liquid gasses
do affect the erosion measured. Here again, the quantitative data in the literature from which
generalized relationships Mould be deduced is very scant.
A frequently cited test is that of Honegger, (5) in which he compared the erosion
6 produced in a wheel-and-jet ;type apparatus by impact with one 1.5 mm water jet,.,
with that produced by nine 0.5 mm jets, arranged as shown in figure 8. 'The results are des-
cribed as "follows: "The splitting up of the jet is accompanied by a considerable reductir of
k	 the erosion, the numerical value of "the reduction largely depends upon the. speed, and for
k	
.
tests under consideration it varies from 1 to 5 for high speeds and 1 to 10 +For low speeds. " 	 a
It will be noted that the test was so contrived as to fulfill the requirements of a rationalized
erosion measurement: both the target area subjected to erosion and the v°olume of impinged
water were the some for both configurations. Yet, upon reflecti^yn, one s must conclude that
th is was not a valid test ®f the ^rc]e ei'^ effect, of Ia.,et nr^f..^;.+.•t .^ --s l	 t____, ^. r ^.- ^ ^^..., ^., ^.. ..vv.rs ..v• .0 n .`w.V V ^i.V VMY7ri.y	 fOlWrl	 ,..
the
	 y nine -jet arrangement. This is becau se onl  the first three leis wouli ;.' --.	 r	 d impact on a dry
surface; a liquid layer from these would almost'rertainly still be' present to,cushion the effect,
	
i	 r
of the next three impacts, and similarly so for the last three. Thus no !quantitative conclusions
r	 should be drawn from these resul #s, but the qualita tive findings are of 'interest.
Some systematic tests with differing jet diameters were reported by Brandenberger
and De Haller. (4) The weight- oss versus time curves are reproduced in figure 9a.
The jet diameters varied from 4 mm to 12 mm, and attention should be given to the seeming
anomaly presented' by the 6 mm and 8 mm curves, which gives rise to the suspicion that these
curves may have been accidentally mis-labeled, and shou'ld in reol ity be switched. This
possibility will be further Considered below.
111 —20
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The first step in evaluating these data must be to express them in rationalized form
(as discussec'i in' Section 1.0 of this report). Figure 9b is a repoot of the data in terms of
rationalized coordinates. The sol('d lines represen'the original "curves as labeled, and again
there seems to bea seeming anomaly between the 6 `mm and 8 map curves. If the labeling
on the original curves had indeed been switched, then the true rationalized 6 mm and 8 mm
curves would 4—pillar as shown by the dotted lines in figure 9b, In that case, the -6 mm through
12 mm curves would all come ' very nearly on top c►f one another, with the 4 mm curve the
. onlr discrepancy.	 j
Relative values of the slopes of these ero^ Iion^-tim4 curves-have been measured for thel
damage interval of 0. 15 to 0.4 in figure 9b, ana these heave been plotted in figure =10. Figure
^1	 r nt the t with the orig inal cure s ps label(^%d and figure 10b with the 6 mm a nOa re p ere s  da rawe ,,	 ; r ,	 g	 a d
8 mm curves reversed. In neither case can any curve 	 these points with
any degree of confidence. In figure 10a, as shown, a proportionality between erosion rate
and diameter could be supported, provided the 6 mm data point is rejected. In figure 10b a
straight-fine relationship, not passing through the origin, has been shown, but the most that
can be said, on the basis of the data points alone, is that they, -would support some. relatively
weak function of jet diameter.
Recently Pearson t^ 1 ) X13) has conducted systematic tests with different drop sizes in
-his_ wheel -and-spray type of apparatus. 'Figure 11 is.a rP%production of fig re 1 of Reference 13,
with our terminology. As in all of Pearson 's results, the erosion rate given is an angle-
corrected" rationalized value af.the maximum.
 slope measured on the wE ght- loss versus timeG
curve. It represents mass loss per unit tires divided by mass of wa%er irapactinger dnit area.
The impinge ment' 	le,.correctior^ used by. Pearson was described; in Section 2 0 above. While
9	 i	 a g	 Vfigure 1^1 shows an.anomaly`  in the Crosson of the 920 and 1050µ li,►;es, it seems to confirm
that the relative eff-ect of drop size diminishes ai high drop sizes a id high velocities-i.e.,
as one gets away from what may be c6risidered the _"threshold&' conditions.
F
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A cross-plot of the data on figure 11 is shown\,in figure 12; here as in figure 10 it is
diffic,plt to oustify ,a purely empirical, curve other than a,straight line to represent the E versus
drop diameter relationship, in the absence of any rational basis for some other^type of curve.
The extrapolation of the solid straight4ines to their intercepts on the coordinate axes is, how-
ever, questionable. The dotted lines are based on a correlation to be deweloped below.
(Reference 13 does not attempt to present any analytical or empirical equation for the drop
size effect.)
In Section V-5 of Reference	 1 a hypothesis was introduced which resulted- in the drop
size effect as being represented by a factor of „ the L*m
2 D]L	 „
Vi,H'ere G represents a "critical" or` "threshold'" combination of velocity and drop diameter, such
that for V^D <G nd sign iffcanf erosion occurs. Even if the hypothesis is not accepted in Coto, the
attempt to use the above factor to correlate data on drop-size :effect may be justifiable. The
data of Reference 13 , is for the some material as that of Reference 11 in which a critica l
velocity V of 390 ft sec was found when testing with a deep size D of 6601A. Thus G ,	3902C
x 660 it 1.0 x 103, and the above mentioned factor, which we shall denote as the "critical
factor""or "K ", ;,tokes on the value  
K = 1 - 10 /V D	 (2)c
for this set of data.
Table 2 lists K , for a number of combinations of V and D, and also the values of the,	 c
erosion rate E taken from the curves (not the origi I data points) drawn in figure 11. These
values are the same ones plotted in figure 12.
If Kc were a simple coitection fat^gr to be added to an equation such as equation 11
then one would expect that EIK
c
 
would become a function of velocity only. This is not- the
case, as can be seen in the fifth column of table 2; although the $ ;tread of the E K
c 
va lues for
different drop sizes, at a given velocity, is much smaller than the spread of the E values.,
JJ	 ,
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TABLE 2
 = DROP-SIZE CrORRELATION ATTEMPTS FOR DATA OF FIGURE 11
V D "IX Ex 106 Ex 106
 c
; 1 ®8
_._._
c k Vc
rLCry sec) (^) 1	 - ^; (From Figure III)
D
i 350 0.20-5 2.0 .75 113
450 0.383 3.8 9.90 230
600 660 0.573 10.0 17.3 347
920 0.694 17.0 24.5 416
1050 0.735 19.0 25:.9 441
350 0.419 7.0 16.7' 293
450
	
_ 0.547 10.7 19,6 3 ^
700 , 660 0.690 24.0 34..,,E 483
920 0.778 38.0 4830 545
	
^.
1050 0.801 41.0 51=.1 561
- 350 0.554
u
20.5
i
37.( 443
450 0.642 30 46. ^^ 513'
800 660 "0.763 47 610 610
7 ^^ V 012n 70 74. ! p^
1050	 - = 0.851 78 91	 5 680
350 0.646 49 75,E 581
450 0.725- 64 88.3 652
900 660 0.813 108. ^O 732
920 0.886 148 171.!
 0 780
1050 0.882 138 157. ,0 , , 753
, 350 0.714 100 140.;10 714) =
	 '450 0.778 116 149,;0 7781000 660 0.848 140 155.`0 848
920 0.891 250 280:0 891
1050 0.905. 220 243!', 0 905
5	 ,: III -23
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Another and really more rational way of regarding K c- since it is a criterion of the
deviation both of drop size and velocity from a threshold or critical value - is to argue that
the erosion rate E should be a function of KcV, rather than of (V - Vc) as proposed by
equation M. Here V is understood to mean the normal component of impact velocity. The
values of K c V are listed in the last column of table 2, and figure 13 shows that when E is
plotted versus K cV, an almost surprisingly good correlation results.
Another valid approach would be to retain the form of equation 1, and accept from
the factor 1 - G/V` DI merely the consequence that for a given drop diameter 0 the critical
J
velocity is given by Vcd = 	 That, in fact, was the reasoning which led to taking
the value of G = 108 . This suggests plotting E versus (V, - Vcd) with Vcd in this instance
8being given by V  =	 10 /D. The values of Vcd are listed in table 3, and the points
corresponding to those of table 2 are lotted in figure 14. Again the correlation seems quitepo	 g	 P	 9	 g	 q
good, though careful examination of the points suggests that the "scatter" is more systematic
with drop size than that in figure; 13. No formal attempt at curve -fitting has been made for
either figure 13 ;or figure 14, and 'Therefore no statistical dc"Ita. can be given to substantiate or
disprove the feeling that the former provides the better correlation. A hand-fitted curve
from figure 13, together with values of Dc from table 3, have been used to generate tho
dotted l ines shown in figure 12.
TABLE 3
CRITICAL VALUES OF Vcd AND Dc BASED. CAN (V2D) c = 108
D (N) : 350	 450 660	 920 1050
Vcd(ft/sec): 535	 471 396	 330' 308
V(ft/sec): 600	 700 800	 900, 1000
D W:
'	 c
276	 204 T56	 123, 100
The results discussed above should be regarded with caution until simila approaches
can be tested against r, Der sets of data.
	 Some'validating evidence is afforded by curves of
111-24
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the dependence of the critical velocity Vc (below which no erosion flakes place) on the jet
diameter D (in a wheel-and-jet apparatus) presented by Vater. (14) He presented
two curve:,
	 for materials of corrosid'n fatigue endurance limit of 2000 and
2200 kg/cm 2, which have been approximately averaged and,\ reproduced here as the solid
I ine in figure 15. "According to the above hypothesis, this relationship should he represented
by V 2D = G = constant if the 'het diameter can be regarded as analogous to drop diameter.
c
The dotted line in figure 15 shows such a relationship and follows very closely the experimental
curve.
3.2 Physical ' Reasons for Drop Size Effect
Consider the question as to 4by there should be a drop size effect at a114. The maxi-
mum pressure developed under- the impinging drop is generally held to be on the order of the
water hammer pressure, PCV, where V is the impact velocity, P is the density of the liquid
and C is the pressure wave velocity. This magnitude maybe modified by fac tors which
depend on the drop shape (e.g. Engel (15))• although Bowden and Field (16) hold that the maxi-
mum value,©f PCV holds for spherical daps as well as flat-ended drops), and on the relative
acoustic impedance of the target and drop materials (e. g. Vater(14)). gone of these is ex-
o 1%0111 ° u;/iviic}ice ''vf dr%Oip siZ-c.
It^,is not really known, however,
,
 what the true criterion of erosion damage is. While
sorry general correlations have been made between the PCV value corresponding to the
critical velocity, and the endurance limit, it has also. been shown ( 1 7) that 'surface deformation;
can occur at PCV values for below the yield point.
When erosion does take place, there: is . no certainty that the rate of e rosion is strictly
a function of impact pressure levels. Thiruvengadam(1 8) has proposed that in cavitation
damage the energy available from the collapsing bubbles is a criterion of the volume rate
of material removal, so that the impact energy of impinging drops might be of interest.
Thee, question to be asked is: What properties of,the impacts, or of their effect on the
target surface, vary when one reduces the size of droplets into which a given amount of water,
impinging on a given target area in unit time, is subdivided?
111-25
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The total impact area (as distinguished from target area) actually increases, since
2the number of drops increases as L1 `'and the impacts area per drop decreases as D when the
drop diameter D is reduced.
In other words, each target area element will be subjected to a greater number of
stress pulses per unit time, if one can assume that the contact area of the impact bears a
fixed relationship to the projected area of the drop. If this were a significant criterion, then
the erosion would be expected to increase with decreasing drop size, which contradicts all
experience.
However, another consequence of the increased impact area is that the total kinetic
energy which remains constant) of the impinging water is spread out over ai greater area,
and therefore the energy flux per unit area is reduced. Ao hypothesis based on this fact,
referred to earlier, led to the suggestion that the factor K
c 
(See equation 2) represents the
drop size effect.
Another factor which is very Iikely'of significance is the duration of the pressure
pulse on impact. Whatever precise reasoning is used to predict this duration (e.g. as in
Reference 16), .its clear that for geometrically similar drops it must be proportional to drop
diameter. Thus the impulse per unit area is smaller in the impact of a smaller drop, and per -
hops this is of corn-.nuence. Certainly the duration of tale impact pressures (on the order of
microseconds) are \shb ►%`^ enough so that strain rate effects, in those materials that exhibit them,
may become significant. The smaller the drop, the higher the effective strain rate, and , there-
fore the higher the effective yield point and the smaller the strain induced by the given applied
stress which is determined by the impact pressure.
Finally, the impact areas may well be , small enough where a size effect of the material
itself becomes important. Particularly in the impact of a spherical drop (or sideways against
a cylindrical jet), the impact area at the moment of peak pressure will be a small fraction of r
the projected area of the drop or jet. Size effects have been found in the values of endurance
limits of notched specimens, and this has been explained by Peterson( 1 9) by the argument
that for fatigue failure to occur, the endurance limit `-'must be exceeded not merely at a "point"
or "fine" but across a dimension which is on the order of 0.002 to 0,. 003.inch, and may
111-27
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bear some relation to the grain size of the material. Since erosion damage, in the Valocity
domain now under consideration, is primarily a'fatigue process and failure has been shown
to occur initially by intergranular cracking (e.g. Marriott and Rwov,den(20)I a similar size
effect is very possible.
A physical or phenomenological picture of this kind of effect may, be formed with
reference to a fatigue model proposed by Weibull (21) . He points out that the fatigue
process consists of two stages: crack initiation, and crack propagation. A crack
will initiate at a point in the material with a high "damage factor" k, which can be regarded
roughly as the ratio of the nominal applied stress magnified locally by stress raisers such as
.scratches or inclusions, to the idealized strength of the material diminished locally by
dislocations or other:° imperfections. The higher the local, value of k, the smaller is the
number of stress cycles N o which are required to initiate a fracture at that point. Since
the h values are dependent on local aberrations they vary statistically, and hence "No is
a , random variable with large scatter". Once a crack Chas been initiated, it "raises" the k-
field in the vicinity so that adjacent points are brought mote rapidly to the crack-initiation
stage, and the crack  thereby propagates.
As the drop size increases so does the surface area over which the impact pressure
(assumed independent of drop size) extends, and so does (by elastic analysis) the depth to
which a given stress  level extends below the surface. Thus the stress gradient into the material
is .reduced and the "k" field under the surface is increased. Thus, not only is there a greater
chance of initiating a sub-surface crack by virtue of the fact that a greater volume is highly
stressed, but the higher value of the "V field will result in more rapid and deeper crack
propagation. In fact, if the depth of the stress field is less than some value characteristic of
the grain size, it is unlikely that the cracks would ever propagate around the grain and no
erosion may take place. This would establish the "threshold drop size".
It is noteworthy that size effects have been found in other material removal processes:
Backer et al (22) discovered a large increase in the shear energy required \'to
remove a unit volume of material, as the chip size (or depth of cut) decreases in turning,
micro-milling and grinding operations; the depth . of cut in these tests ranged from about
w Astronuclear
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0.010 inch down to 2 x ,10 -5
 inch. It is thought that, as the affected depth of material is
reduced, the "theoretical strength" of the material is approached. These findings have been
considered by Finnie (23)
 to be of relevance to erosion by solid particle impingement.
3.3 Effect of Drop Shape
The effect of the shape may be divided into two Tlestions, of which' orke is difficult
to answer at the present, and the other is relatively easy, at least qualitatively.
The first is the effect of the Nape of the "front" of the drop, that surface which
contacts the target. As previously 01 , entioned, some authors have stated that this shape
affects the maximum contact pressure, whereas others hold that it does not. In either case,
however, the time rat(,: of the pressure rise and . fall, and the variation in`time of the actual
contact area, will definitely be affected, and both of these (and the interaction between
them) will certainly affect the damage produced, if the strain rate effect and material size
effect previously mentioned are indeed significant. In addition, the shape of the front of
the drop will affect the radial outflow velocity over the target surface after impact (see
e. g. Bowden and 8rurtton (24) and Engel"0 5), , and this in turn is of. importance at impact
velocities high enougl"?1 to cause single-imj.gct damage. Complete theories or experimental
data relating this geoi'hetry to the damage are, however, lacking,
The second quO^stion'is that of the "tail" of the drop, or its length perpendicula r
to the contact plane. Bowden's group and also DeCorso(25)
 have ' shown in single-
impact tests that the length of the impinging mass of water is of little significance. The
duration of the high (wcitor hammer) pressure is governed essentially by the time it takes
pressure -release
 waves f movie, inward from the boundaries of the contact area and meet
(or, ip the case of an extremely "short" mass of liquid, for the pressure wave to be reflected
from its back end as a release wave and return to ,the contact face). Thereafter, the contact
?	 1,pressure is only the stagnation pressure PV`-/'2, and the mass of liquid arriving then is . relatively
harmless.
\l
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Thus the "effective mass" of an impinging drop or mass of Iiquid may perhaps be
hypothesized to be approximately that mass through which the press^!re release - waves must
travel before the water-hammer pressure is completely relieved at 41e contact face.
A test result with some bearing on this was given by BEander jierger and de Hallerf4) Ano.
elongated jet cross-section was used in a wheel-and-jet apparatus ano when impacted by the
specimens on its broad side,"resulted in for more rapid erosion than when impacted on,,  its
narrow side. Unfortunately no quantitative conclusions can be drawn, because in the latter
case the "second stage" of erosion was not reached, so that a reliable compariison of erosion
rates is not possible, and further because the actual dimensions of the ;I jet cross,-section are
not given, (although the proportions are suggested by a sketch), so that the size effect and
the shape effect cannot wel I be distinguished. Additional experimentsi of this type would seem
to be of value in helping to establish the significant criteria of a drop ® 's
 damage potential,
even though drop shapes met with in actuality may be of 'fairly uniform 'shape.
F
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4.0 DEPENDENCE ON IMPACT VELOCITY
4.1
	
ome ,S!mple Empirical Equations for Veloc7tyDependgrice
The literature contains a considerable body.of data relating erosion to ve'ocity, but
the usefulness of much of these data is limited by the considerations discussed in Section 1.0.
There are various functional forms to which one can attempt to fit such data,
the most obvious ones are briefly discussed below, mere E = erosion rate and V = velocity.
E = a Vn O
This represents a simple power relationship, and implies that some erosion wil l
 take place nok	 ,
matter how low the Velocity is. Usually, however, it is-, thought that there is a critical or
`	 threshold velocity V  below which erosion is absent for al l practical purposes. An obvious
type of relationship to reflect this is
E = a(V - V dn	 (4)	 j
Vn
a1	 V	 1	 ^(4a).	 c
E	 _
E
This impl ies
 that erosion is proportional to a power of the velocity in excess of the critical or
r	 *threshold velocity V 
c
. Pearson's equation, previously quoted in Section 2 of this report, is of
^
f	 that type, and, as will be seen later, it has been used by a number of other authors to express
r	 their results.
Another type of relationship involving a grificol velocity is
E — a Vn b	 (J)
m I ies V = b a-,/nwhich i p	 c (/>
'	 i
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and cyan be rewritten
n
E = a	 (5a)
1 v
ec
Clearly both (4) anrA (5) have the property that
nV n
when V/Vc >> 1,	 El --►- al 
(VT
(b)
and when V/Vc—^► 1,	 E --P 0.
4.2	 Some Phvsical Considerations Relating to Ve l-ocity Effect
4.201 Analogy;witn Fatigue S-N Data
Which among equations (3), (4) and (5) is a more logical choice depends to some extent
on what physical reasoning- - if any-- is used to account for the influence of velocity. One
physical orgumont camlead to yet another type of relationship: Vater ( 14) (16)	 has
noted that since erosion is a fatigue phenomenon, cnd the applied stress is proportional to (or
at least ca function oft velocgy; the relation between velocity and erosion lends itself to a
treatment analogous `to the relation between stress and cycles to failure in fatigue. He has
presented curves1n which velocity' is plotted versus the number of impacts to obtain a given
weight loss (Figure '16a), or versus the reciprocal of the weight loss obtained alter a given
number of impacts (Figure 16b). (The latter is, however, once more an example of spurious
comparisons, since after a given number of impacts, different stages of the erosion-time curve
may have been reached.)
Some caution must be exercised in making direct analogies between S-N fatigue curves
and velocity versus erosion curves. If one assumes that erosion is taking place as a steady-state
proc:,ess, and that the mean size of erosion fragments is independent of V, then the volume rate
of erosion E would indeed 'be proportional to 1 /N, where^lN is the mean number of impacts required
to generate a loose eros ion fragment. In turn, 114 cou, ld be assumed to be related to the impact
i 11-3
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stress and hence to the velocity V in a manner similgr to the relation between cycles to failure
and stress 41 conventional fatigue tests.
If these assumptions are corrects
 a V - (1/E) curve should exhibit similar characteristics
to a S-N fati'g'ue curve. Even if erosion cannot be conceived of as a steady-state process, then
the number of impacts to obtain a given cumulative volume loss (as plotted in figure 16a) should
be a valid analogy, provided that there are no variations in the initial target surface conditions
which could affect the life-times of the original surface layer elements. (It might be pointed
out that one implication of the erosion-rate-time model proposed in Part B " is that the erosion
process during the period of maximum erosion rate is generally not a steady-state process;
rather this peak in the rate-tune curve can occur as a'result of a "deluge" of erosion fragments
being loosened at about "the most probable value" of the number of impacts to failure, as
measured from the time the impingement attack was initiated. It is only because of scatter in
the sizes and,the impacts-to-failure of the erosion fragments, that there is a tendency toward a
steady-state value.)
Fatigue S-N data are often depicted as an approximately straight line on a semi-Log
plot for intermediate values of N, as follows:
r	 J;
= 5	 6 log IN
with a leveling off to S = S y at laW value* of N and a `transition to ,S S E at high values of,.N.
where
S	 = stress corresponding to N cycles`
e
^^.,.?t.....	 ..^^W^{'^5+....
	 Yeswa.!N1:M sew 'rf;^+::tiu	 ;. V	 ...:.... ^,.wN.f„'.•yK	 ..	 _..'. ,.,.„,. .. 	 w. ,'
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or, in a form which is equivalent but more consistent with the previous types of equation I fisted,
E=aenV
	
M
where a is the base of logarithm chosen. This equation of course does not predict a critical
velocity and must be combined with the separate condition that there is a transition to E-*- 0
at some value V = V .
c
As pointed out before, this relation, even for conventional fatigue data, is valid only
within a I imited range. A number of more complicated equations have been proposed for re-
presenting S-N data over the full range of values; these are surveyed on pages 174 -178 of
Reference 27. Such equations would predict a critical velocity. It does not seem profitable
to attempt to use these, however, partly becuase of the computational difficulty involved and
partly because one of the Fireviously mentioned assumptions inherent in this direct analogy is
almost certainly unjustifiedl; that is the assumption that the mean erosion fragment size is
independent of impact vel^dcity. Since a higher velocity generates a greater impact pressure
_	 u
which in turn produces a larger stress- field in the target, i.e. a greater volume of material is
highly stressed, it seems vei' I ikeiy that the mean fragment size increases with-velocity. A
velocity relationship could be postulated from this fact alone, as will be shown below.
i
4.2.2 Approach Based on Size of Stress--Fiel-d under Impact
B
The approach vil l be demonstrated with reference to a two -dimb'nsional model, which
F	
would apply to the wheel-and-jet type of apparatus: It is assumed that the contact pressure
between the "jet" whose side impinges against the target (or vice versa), and the target surface,
E	 ^
can be reasonab l y represented by a
-
 bel t of uniform pressure over the surface of a semi -i of in ite
solid, and furthermore that the effective width "2a" of this belt is a function of "jet" size and
shape and is independent of impact velocity., (This assumption seems more reasonable than a
Hertzian contact stress distribution which would imply that the I iquid behaves as an elastic(23)
solid on impact.) This corresponds to Case No. 11 on page 322 of Roark
where formulae are given for the compressive = and shear stresses anywhere within the solid.
Since the shear stress is surely a better criterion for failure than the compressive stress,
P.
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consider the locus of a constant value of shear stress, S, as a function of the contact pressure o
and the semi-width of the pressure belt, a. » The formula,,given by Roark is
S = 0.31.8 p sin «	 (g)
r _ ( 1/r ) p sin a
r	
_
w
	
	 where) a is the angle subtended, at the point in question, by the boundaries of the pressure
belt on the surface. It can easily be shown that the locus defined by equation (8) consists of
two circular,
 arcs of radius r, where
r 
= 
1	 p
k	 a	 it	 s
whose centers I ie a distance d respectively below and above j, e soI id surface, where
d	 r 2
Q
	
'^(-7
	- 1	 f
This is shown in figure 17. The region stressed to values greater than S,> I ies betwieen 'the two
arcs. Figure 18 shows these loci for a number of values of p/S the highest value of the shear
stress Is of course S " p/7r>, and its "region" reduces to a semi -circular locus of,,radius r = a.
Figure 18 can be regarded in two ways. At can represent the loci of various shear -stresses
in a given stress field, if we assume the contact pressure p to be a fixed quantity. On the other
^l hand, assuming the shear stress S to be the indeper,d,.nt.fixed quantity, then the lines on figure 18
represent the "spreading" of the boundaries of the region bounded by that stress, as the ,,contact
pressure p is increased. It is the latter point of view which we, adopt for our argument,
For the purpose of this argument^ war assume that „if^ a "reference stress" S is splected
exceeding an appropriate critical value or endurapce limit, then. the "reference time" (orit
number of impaels) required . for fracture to have occurred al l around the locus of ,S is ir ,!idependent
i
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of the length of that locus, since a greater length presents a proportionate ly greater number of
crack initiation points. At this fixed "reference time", all the rn1terial bet%veer the original
surface and the lower locus will have been ipst. Therefore, a lowed
 I imit to the change in the
erosion rate with contact pressure (and hence with velocity) is provided by the change in the
area AS
 which I ies between the original surface and the lower locus of yy a given value of S, as,
p is increased.
The non-dimnsional ized area A ^a2e 	has been computed as a function of p/S and is
plotted on log-log scales in figure 19, which therefore should represent an approach to a
velocity-erosion rate relationship. Note that the slope begins at a`'high value and gradua'll^,^
approaches the val ue of 2.
One should not of course, ti ke th is model so literal ly as to infer from it that fracture - ,
actually occurs'by cracks following almig these loci. Moreover it clearly gives a lower limit. to
the erosion rate because It ignores, the fact that earlier fractures Wi ll occur , above the reference
stress locus because'of the higher stresF,0s there,,ahus ai ltering the geometry and causing the
locus of S tea larogress furthe,, down into the solid. :In particular, this model predicts that
when the pressure reachesp =7 S, the erosior3 jumps ,
 from'Lzero to ,a value corresponding to an
_o
area ASr,w - /2 = 1.57' In actuality, if ,the "reference stress" S is chosen `to be above the
endurance 'I 	 S so that the "reference"tome° ; is not infinite, then for all values of p such
,that p>zr Se
he	
there will still exit stresses high enough to cause material loss, though not within
,
h	 same reference time. The model does show, however, that some quantitative conclusions
r	 may be drawn from a fatigue°point of view, without any reference to specific S-N relationships.
1t also serves to emphasize that the extent of the stress field under the impact must be taken into	 -
account in are anal ti;ca approach 'to predicting the, erosion 	 relationshi ` whethery	 y	 pp	 p	 g	 y	 ^^
that .approach is based on stress or energy" concepts.
4.2.3 Energy Co ns ide.ration's
o
An energy approach wasdescribed in pages 167-174 of Reference 1, which sought to
predict effects bosh of velocity and drop size: on the erosion. It w as based on the assumption
li
that the volume of mater al removed per unit ,rhea per impact, is proportional to (or a function
of) the impact energy per unit area in excess of some, energy threshold per unit,area , charac%Ter-
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istic of the material''surface. This resulted in the following"relationship, expressed in non-
..
dimensional terms:
„
1	 p w2	
e
2	 S o	 k1 P V2 D3 _ 	L2
where
E	 = rational ized erosion rate
_ volume of eroded material
vo ume of impinged liquid..
Vw = impact velocity
,D = characteristic dimension of droplet
P	 = density of liquid
k2
 = ratio of "effective" vol ume to total volume of drop
k3 	 ratio of f4fective volume to effective impact area times dro.p dimension
s	 = characteristic strength (or elastic modulus) of material	 \
eo	 "threshold ,er* rgy" per unit area of material surface
f	 functional relationship or factor of proportionality
	 \
form and to brin out the threshold conditions im; I icit inIn d simpl ifi d^	 g	 p	 _r. "equation 9
can be rewritten ,as:	
-	
\ 
1	 V2D	 ^.
where G represents a "cri`tica .l value." such that if ,V7D < G no erosion takes place. (The
relationsh ip -is of the fyvpe of eqyatiori 5.) This critical value, has pspved q6it&''successful; ` in
one or two instan ces, _of correlating drop-size effect data, as was shown in the previous section.
V
o	
.^
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In particular, it was shown that the data/, /of Pearson in Reference 13 correlatful' well ^in the forma
,r
2	 V 2 D
However, the difference between equations 9a and 10 indicates that the energy threshold
concept .7 ,^at Feast in its present form - is still deficient.
While a number of, authors recently have sought to predict both erosion strength and
erosion attack severit, in teens of energy concep ts 	e.g.hiruyen adam(18, 29, 30 and 31)y„^ 	 9Y	 P	 ( 9•	 g	 ;
Hoff et al (9); Shalnev et al (32^.there are considerable difficulties to be faced. „The energy balance
involved in a droplet impact is very complex and has not yet really been examined in sufficient
depth. Part of the kinetic energy of the impinging drop will remain as the kinetic energy of
the,radial outflow velocities; part will be dissipated in the shock or pressure waves passing
through the drop and part in the shearing associated with the change of direction of the I iquid
flow; part will be dissipated in the target material, and here too, the energy dissipation associa-
ted with stress waves should be examined considered as well as the quasi-static plastic strain
hysteresis energy associated with each impact stress cycle. The picture is further complicated
by the rather large amount of energy-' L,,A will temporarily be stored as elastic strain energy
in the target and which will reappear in one of the previously-mentioned forms,
The energy Dissipated in the target material is that associated with fracture and therefore
with erosion. dBut it is by`''no means true to assume that the volume of ma terial removed I^ s propor-
tional to that energy. Tw °reasons account for this: One is that (at least in th e cease of larger drops
G
at moderate velocities) erosion, "fragments produced by the random I inking -up of fatigue-I ike
Cracks (See Reference 20) ' are not I i kely to be deformed to the fracture point throughout their
Volume, and therefore the accumulated plastic strain energy may be more related t6- the surface
area of the fragment than to its volume, or, at the least, be non-uniformly distributed wAin
the volume. The, other is that in fracture-due to the repeated stressing, the total energy input
increases greatly with the number of cycles to failure. This is ev ident in, ` McAdams' results for
impact fatigue tests, (33)and has recently been documented for a large collection of fatigue data
it
.1,
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by Halford 34)	 Even if one postula ,es that the damc,. ing energy is tl^e sameijn all
cases and the excess hysteresis energy / is dissipated through non -damaging procsses,
the fact remains that oll of the dissipated energy is supplied by the impinging droplets
and even if the energy absorption by the target material 'is: known, that in ilrself will
not establish the erosion rate. The crudest broad conclusii^,n one can draw from
	 (i
the above is that the erosion is likely to vary with the velocity to a power higher
than ^2, since the "impinging ale ggy" is proportional to velocity squared, and the ^,total energy`
to fai[ure decreases with incre sing  (i.e., with increasing stress and decreasing number
of impacts to failure). ^^,	 a
4.	 ? Relation Between Impact Pressure and Velocity
A final note of relevance to this subject concerns the relationship ;between the impact
velocity and the contact, pressure generated. This relationship is often presented as the water-
hammer equation,
P - p CV
	
(11)
ttiellyelatiwith aahcalthou 	 r vel -elas ic anget material,:f	 m	 - i - -^	 ^o rr!_.._r^l, if ^c ^ rtirnr or^c^i c us Leo b%I_ cOnsid_^	 3 .^	 .. t.r. ^ar.ev 'mVall a^17V IJG VVI W7^.IG red
and hence, the elaborated firm:
V	 P CV	 (^^)P - i + i _^	 + PC
PC PTT,	 PICT
C whereR	 p	 = impact pressure	 ^1
V = impact velocity
p _ I iquid density
PT
 = target ,density
i	 I
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'10
C	 pressure, wave velocity in I iquid
T
stress wave velocity in target
The question of whether these equations are to be me dified by virtue of the, drop geometry has
been touched on in Section" 12. The point to be made here is that-for the conditions of a high-
speed impact, in which V is a substantial fraction of the acoustic velocity C in the I iquid, or
0
may even exceed it
,
, it is quite incorrect to approximate C by Co
 
(and, ultimately,, to , approxi-
mate C
T
 by 
Co T" 
the acoustic velocity in the target material).
To clarify this conceptually, one may imagine a long cylinder of I iquid impingi^^g end-op
^upon a ri 9^^
,
id surface: a compression front, which forms the boundary befideen the I iquid brought
to rest =4 that still moving, then leaves the plane of impact and propagates upstream through.
the L liquid cylinder ' t a velocity C relative to the approaching liquid. From simple momentum
considerations one can then deduce the relationship p =p CV, but it is also obvious that C must
always exceed V no matter how great the latter ., since ' 'otherwise the coirn press ion ° front could
not move away from the impact surface and l no "storage space" would 
be 
created for the I iquid
brought to rest.	 exact determInation of C as a function of V depends on the compressibility
properties of ^)ke liquid and is not-olificrinable in any simple analytical form. Pearson (35)7^- U
has made this determih 1,at ion for water up to V = 1600 ft/sec, and has compared his
results withearlier ones of,K'I I rkwood 
r 
and Montrol 1 
(36)
which extended ' to a,,somewhat
higher velocity. .His data are show jn In figure 20.
	 Pearson stated that the results can
be approximated by
p 0C
 V1.3
	 (14),
CID
This, however, is true onJ y for a I im *1 ted range of the data, and one. cowl dthow easily that the
relationship C cc V7, im^;)l icit in equation 14, is not	 1 ^
	
ical C -Ya proper	 evenform	 for ,.an em
prelationship. Unfortundiely, even a sirr^pl_e empirical form seems 
to 
e etusive.
At any rate., the numerical results 01^f Pearson show that at 'VV = 1500 it/Sec, the actual
impg/,ct, pressure is 60 percent greater than that based on C	 general, sinceC and in	 p increases"
0
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more than I inearly with V, the rate of change of erosion rate with respect to velocity, will be
greater than that of erosion rate with respect to stress or impact pressure (such as deduced in
Section 4.2.2 above).
4.3
	
Empirical Data from the Literature Search
4.3.1	 Preliminary Remarks
In attempting to fit a simple equation to experimental data, equations like (3), (4),
(5) or (7) would be selected. Equation (4) would form a straight line on log-log paper if
plotted versus (V - Vc), but one does not know V  ahead of time. Equation (7) would form
a straight line on semi-log paper, with V along the linear scale.
Figure 21 shows examples of these various relationships on a log-log plot. The upper
portion represents equations of types (4) and (5) with V/Vc plotted against E, and the lower
portion equations of types (3) and (7) with V plotted against E. For consistency, the constants
"'a" have been chosen so that al  curves pass through the point E = 1, V or V/V c = 2. A plot
of this kind may be of help in deciding what type of relationship to fry to fit to experimental
data paints when these are plotted on a log-log graph. A corresponding plot of these families
of curves could be constructed on semi-log paper, with E qs the log coordinate; in that case-
the equations of type (7) would, of course, plot as straight I ines.
r
r
r
A number of problems arise when attempting to establish an equation of one of these
types for experimental data, either by plotting the data points on log or semi-log paper, or
directly by numerical methods.
One of the problems is that much of the data are obtained at velocities not very much
greater than the critical velocity (seldom at more than V/V c = 2). Therefore one is probably
examining that portion of the curve in which a "transition" is taking place or in which, even
in a log-log plot, the curvature is greatest. This has the consequence that small errors in the
data points, or small differences in the manner in which a smooth curve is "fitted" to them, will
have a large effect on the values of the exponent n and the critical velocity deduced therefrom.
This difficulty is compounded by the facts that .the scatter in erosion data is inevitably
.fairly great, that in many of the test series no more than three velocities have been investigated,
I fi -48
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and that the ratio of the highest to the lowest of these is often quite small - about 1.5 .
This covers a very short span of the velocity axis on log-log paper. In short, a problem
exists in which:
1) In the velocity range investigated the "true" relationship will not
appear as a straight line.
2) There are too few data points and these cover too short a velocity
range to allow a curved line to be fitted with the necessary accuracy.
If testing could be done at much higher velocities, then in theory the influence of V on 'the "appar-
c
ent exponent" - i.n. the slope of the curve ona log-logplot« would be reduced and a more accurate
determination could be made of n. In practice, however, at velocities much above V/V = 2
one gets into the region of single-impact damage, whose velocity dependence may not be the
same as that for fatigue damage, and so one may well-be in another transition region.
4.3.2 Examination of the Better Vest Data
One of the earliest comprehensive sets of test data at various velocities was
given by Honegger. ( 5) His often quoted conclusion was that while the behavior of
the various materials differs considerably, the rate of erosion "may be generally ex-
pressed as":
E cc (V-125)2
	(15)
where V is the impact velocity in m/sec. The above relationship was evidently deduced from
his figure 7, on which was plotted the "specific loss in weight" (weight loss per impact, hence
a measure of erosion' rate E) after 215,000 impacts, versus velocity. This type of comparison,
as pointed out before, is not valid. Also, the equation fits a "mean curve" drawn through the
band of experimental curvesp but some individual curves suggest exponents that are much higher.
Thus, the curve for Specimen No. 26 is well described by E oc(V-110)363a
For a more valid basis of comparison, the rate-time curves presented for various ma-
terials aitt! for tho speeds of 175, 200 and 225 m./sec should be reviewed. From these, one
can, with some effort, deduce characteristic erasion rates which fui ill the criteria
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specified in Section 1 of this report. This has been done in a very approximate manner, and the
results are plotted on log-^log coordinates in figure 22. Their shape is not unI ike what is predicted
by figure 19, at velocities close to the threshold value, but it would be bold indeed to aftempt
to fit any empirical equation to these data.
An interesting set of results on one material was reported by Brandenberger &
neHollerO ) which was discussed earlier in Section 2, with reference to the angle-
o ect. The " rationalized erosion rates" deduced from Reference 4 were plotted in figure 7,
and the data points of figure 7b have been re-plotted on semi-log coordinates on figure 23.
They fall remarkably well into a straight line, giving some support to the simple fatigue model
of velocity dependence represented by equations of type (7). It should be pointed out, however,
that the determination of the "best" values of E, from the irregular slopes of the eery smalI
4ruphs shown in Reference 4, involved a certain amount of judgment and some ext-, apolation
for the u = 31 m/sec data. In preli mi nary attempts, with fewer pretensions to accuracy, the
results were such as to fit equations of types (4) or (5) better than type (7). The following
equations have been fitted to the data of Reference 4 during these several attempts:
E oc (V-20)3.5
E oc (V-2,5)2.6
V 14
Ec c ^-^-1
	
°1.0
E s a®.1.26 V
c c^ V6
1/1
And yet these data are among the bette r in the literature, in that the velocity range covered
was almost 2:1 and there were 8 data points in that range. This, again, demonstrates the Gear)
(16)
lt
t
F
V
ft sec
Erosion Rate, R
m sec
Rationalized Rate, E
(2 x 103 R/V)
"Reduced Ve l."
(V-270)'f sec
W
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futility of applying a purely empirical approach and hoping to deduce therefrom some useful
genera l izations.
Another set of data covering an even larger velocity range was given-b y Hobbs in his
discussion to a paper by Leith and Thompson(37) although no information was given on the
material tested. The data were plotted on linear coordinates, labeled "rate of weight loss,
irgbec" and "impact velocity, ft,/sec" respectively.'From the units in which the erosion
rate is given, one must infer ,that~ these data are not "rationalized" .  and that, therefore, the
erosion rates should be divided by a factor proportional to the corresponding velocities to put
them on a • rationalized basis, i. e., on the basis of equal rates of impinging water. The actual
data points from Hobbs' graph, and the values of E computed therefrom, are given in Table 4:
TABLE 4
DATA OF HOBBS IN' REFERENCE 37
0
60.
115
170
225
300
350
410
465
505
555
270 0 0
330 0.02 0.122
385 0.03 0.156
440 0. W 0.272
495 0.11 0.444
570 0.32 1.12
620 0.40 1.29
680 0.85 2.50
735 1.01 2.75
775 1.28 3.39
825 1.58 3.83
The values of E have been plotted on log-log scales in figure 24, both aga inst actual velocity
V° (Curve "a"), and also against (V-V.) with Vc taken as 271 ft/sec (Curve "b"). Smoothlyy^
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fitted curves are drawn a solid lines, and straight-line approximations as broken lines. phase
latter suggest than the results can be represented, over a certain range, by
V
E cc V4.4	 or by
(17)
E as (V-270)`• 4 t
The latter may result in somewhat less scatter, but is valid over a . more restricted range. The
some data are :shown plotted on semi - log coordinates in figure 25. A straight line fits the data
well is the lower velocifI range, but a distinct breakaway from it occurs at about 700 ft/sec
Thus, these :-escjlts, too, provide no evidence pointing toward any particular simple type of
empirical formulation.
The most comprehensive body of test data recently made available\ is ',',that of
Pearson.(") (13)	 These data have al `rcady been discussed in relation t^ awlyle effects
in Section 2 acid drop size effe + is in Section 1, and in the latter section there vas success in
"collapsing" the data for different drop sizes into a sin'le curve, by two differenj methods, as
shown in figures 13 and 14. No actual curves were drawn in those figures so as not to obscure
the data points themselves. Curves fitted by hand to these points are shown in figure 26. Curve
(a) repreoents figure 1 3 crud Curve (b) figure 14. The same curves, transposed onto log- leg
coordinates, are shown in figure 27, and straight lines (dot-dashed) are shown which coincide
;j
with the curves themselves at the values E = 10
-5 
and E = 10-4, and are reasonably valid
approximations for the range from E _ 5 x 10
-6
 to E = 2x  10-4. These lines represent relafl6
ships as follows:
Curve (a):	 E cc (K V)3.05
(18) ^
Curve (b):	 E at (V-Vcd2'S
where^C and Vcd have been .defined in Section 3 and in figures 13 `^-,^^nd 14.
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Note that the latter has an exponent fairly close to the expression deduced by
0 for a single drop size:
Eoc (V-390)2.6 	(19)
Note also that the general appearance of the curves of figure 27 is similar to those of fiaui ,e 24
(except for the curvature at the highest velocities), and that the general ;appearance of those
in Ogure' 26 is; not unlike that of figure 25: In particular curve 26a could reasonably well be
approximated by ci straight li ,^e below about 600 ft/sec with a breakaway above thc't. (it must
be remembered, however, that i n figure 25 the horizonta l scale is actual velocity, whereas in
	
figure 26a it is a corrected velocity which is not a linear function of the actual velocity.) 	 -
4.3.3 Conclusions
About the only conclusiori which seems justifiable, at this stage, is that even the best
available erosion-versus-velocity' data do not follow exactly any law such as represented by
equations of types	 through 	but can over limited ranges, be approximated b anq	 YP 3()	 9 ^)r	 9 ^	 pP	 Y Y of
them. Equations of type (4) have seemed intuitively cis most rational , and -have , ;been adopted
by many authors, including Hone'' ger (See equation 15 above), Pearson (equation 19 above),
and Fyall et a! (6) who present the follow ing equation,for th e erosion rate of "perspex":
We ight loss rate ac (V-208)3.37
This, however, refers to the velocity of a target within a given "rainfall": thus the
rate of water impingement increases linearly with velocity qnd the "rationalized eros ion rate'"
would be given by
E oc (\l-208)2.37	(20)
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Compdriso^i of the various equations of type (4) which have been listed above suggests
that when dato Can be represented , in this manner, the- -yalue of the exponent wiII be not too
far from 2.5.	 0
Comparison of f igures 23 - 27 suggests that a uations of type (1') tend to fit better in
the lower Io 'i ty region (although there must a lso be transition to the critical velocity),
whereas e'quation's of type (4) fit best in the intermediate velocity regions
't a direair -powrer law oUtype (3')' is used to represent the results, the t xponents tend
to ranee from ,4 to f, though for brittle materials such at' ,` glass ex'ponents as high as 113 have
been q uotle' d b` ., bangbein. (3)
t(	 I^	 In no case does it appear justifiable to use any of the se c+RIwe-fitting equationsIor
thepurpose 'pf extrapolating out of the test, range.
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- Figure 16. Erosion-Velocity Relationships Plotted in the Manner
of Fatigue Data
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5.0 DEPENDENT PARAMET ERS OTHER THAN RATE
5.1 The "Incubation Period1°
All of the correlations discussed in the previous three sections have related to the slope
of the "secona ^;!e °' or "steady state reyiort" of the erosion versus time curve, anti little
or no attention has been given to;the "incubation period" or "first stage" of erosion, which
may be defined as the duration to the intercept of the "steady state" or second-stage erosion
line *I ei ^ that is extended to cross the zero-erosion axis. A proper understanding of the
effect of velocity (and the other variables discussed) must eventually predict their effect on
the incubation period as well as on the subsequent erosion rate, since the incubation period
may ,under some conditions be a substantial portion of the effective I ire of the component
being eroded. Figure 2 defined the incubation period as the term is used in this section and
by the authors cited here.
Pearson ,, (11 and 13) has plotted incubation periods for different velocities
drop sizes, and impingement angles, and found more scatter in these data than in the
corresponding erosion Late data. Figure 28 reproduces his data for different drop sizes in
Reference 13, including the average curve he has drawn because "the amount of scattor . .
obscures the effect of drop diameter". It is nevertheless instructive to dra^'r the best curves
for^ each drop size separately, as is donee in figure"29, from the data points in figure 28.
From these one ran see a , trend for the curvature of the I ines to increase with
decreasing drop size; this one would expect if the critical velocity increases with decreasing
drop size, since nror the critical velocity Wo would tend to infinity. In, particular, the
350 p curve seems consistent with the prediction from table 3 (in Section 3) that the critical
^vel oc s tV ' for this drop size is 535 ft sec.
The simplified fatigue analogy which led to equati^in 7 certainly alsdImplies that
i the incubation peri6d should be proportional, -or analogous to, the number of cycles to
obtain fatigue , failure. Some evidence supporting this has bee n given by Ripken et al 1965 (38).
^r
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For one material, ; Ripken has measured the number of impacts corresponding to the
incubation ,period as previously defined, and the resulting impact stress assumed to be given
bykPCV, and superimposed these points on a standard S-N fatigue, curve for the game
material. His plot is reproduced as figure 30, and one may see that the agreement is en-
r^
couraging despite the boldness of this direct comparison.
However, as pointed out earlier, the validity of the simple fatigue analogy is quite
r
questionable. Part B of this report describes a statistical morsel of the erasion rate-time V,
relationship, also based on an assumed fatigue mechanism for erosion damage. This model
has as one of its consequences that the whole shape of the rate -time curve is highly dependent
on the scatter associated with erosion fragment size's and life -times, and thus neither the
maximum erosion rate nor th'e length of the incubation period can be related to the conven-
tlonal S-N diagram alone. It may yet prove more satisfactory to correlate erosion data on
the basis of total duration to achieve a spec i fied damage level, rather than somewhat
artificially dividing the Orocess into an incubation period followed by a so-called steady-
state period.
5.2 limit of "Steady-State 11
 Erosion Stage
Also of interest in this connection is the damage level or ether criterion at which
the assumed "steady-Mate" or "second phase'° .of erosion ceases and the erosion rate di -
minishes. Hobbs (39) has suggested that this occurs at about the same rationalized erosion
(i.e. MDP) value for all materials, but examination of erosion-time cu^ ,rves given by
Pearson (1	 do not seem to bear this out. Here, again, the analysis, . of Part B would
predict that the truth is more complicated than I``hat. Since in so many cases authors have
not given the information necessary for transforming the weight loss data into rationalized
"form, it has not been thought worthwhile to attempt any correlations o this, parameter at 	 C
this time,
li I-bid i
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR PART A
This part has described a study of the impingement erosion literature, with a view to
deducing from it laws or empirical relationships which would describe the influence of the
impingement conditions--in particular of the droplet size, impact velocity and direction--
on the erosion-time history to be expected. An attempt has been made to define a rational
approach toward this objective and to clarify some of the problems which are involved and
the considerations which must be borne in mind. Possible analytic approaches have been
introduced and discussed where appropriate.
There is a considerable body of data and theory relating to single-impact tests,
notably the work of Engel (40 and 41)r Jenkins (42 and 43)i Bowden and his group
(16 and 24)s and DeCorso ( and 44). These have 'not been made use of, at this time,
to help develop the desired relationships, for several reasons: The damage measurement
obtained in such tests is usually pit depth, or at best pit volume, neither of which is a
true indication of material actually removed since a good deal of plastic deformation is
tl
taking place. More9ver, it would be dangerous to apply laws found from such tests
to conditions in which fatigue-type erosion 'is predominant. It is the latter which
holds our main interest, since in any practical turbine Wone cer tainh. cancer afford to
operate under conditions where single-impact damage is predominant. Eventually, one hopes
for an understanding which would encompass the whole spectrum from fatigue-type erosion
to hypervelocity impact. But for the time being we are restricting the damage correlation
attempts to repeated-impact test data, while making use of single-impact research for the
knowledge it has provided of the impact hycirodynamics.
The most comprehensive recent tests on the-effect of engineering variables on
erosion are those performed by Pearson (11 and 13) at the British Central Electricity
Generating Board's Marchwood Laboratories, and many of the conclusions derived herein
are based primarily on his data. Some of these data at least will shortly be in the open
literature, Reference 10. One questionable point concerning his correlations is that they
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are based on the maximum slope of the erosion-time curves, rather than on an average slope
over some reasonably well defined damage range, as suggested in Section 1. In some cases,
judging from sample erosion-time curves found in his ,reports, the maximum slope occurs over
only a very short period and therefore may not be representative of the whole range of
interest.
Other recent erasion research has been or wi l l be presented at three symposia
(45, 46, 47) Some of the papers have been cited in pre-print form (3, 71 8, 9, 17, 20,
31 and 32)
, but it does not appear that any give more comprehensive data on the effect
of engineering variables than the,_ above-mentioned studies of Pearson. A possible excep-
tion is the work of the ®ornier-S tem group (8, 9, 12 and 48) which also is more
theoretically-oriented than Pearson's work, but whose primary emphasis is non-metallic
materials.
The effects of impingement velocity, impingement angle and drop-size may be
summarized as follows:
None of the data examined has , given evidence of any basic "law" relating erosion
rate to impact velocity. The data do not in general plot as a straight line either on log-log
or semi-log coordinates. Any of a number of simple equations can be used to approximate
individual sets of data over limited ranges. A popular equation of that type is:
Erosion Rate = k `V - VC) n.
and in most cases so for the exponent n seems to I ie in the range 2.3 - 2.6 ;
 when the
erosion rate is rationalized, ; i.e. based on equal rates of water 'impinging.
The normal component of the impact velocity appears to be the significant one and
should be used in such an equation. Pearson has suggested that the additional damage due
to the tangential component, under oblique impact conditions, can be approximated by
dividing the above expression by (cos ®)` where 9 is the inclination of the absolute velocity
vector from the normal.
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Erosion due to a given amount of impinging liquid becomes more severe when the
size of the impinging drops increases . , It is tentatively suggested, on the basis of the few
quantitative data baring on this, that "critical" or "threshold" combinations of drop size
and velocity are given by
( V2 D)c = constant
Thus, if one critical condition is established, the value of tic for other drop sizes can be
deduced and used in equations such as the above-mentioned one.
A question of relevance at this point is how to take into account a mixture of different
drop sizes and impingement velocities, as will very likely be the case under real impingement
conditions such as experienced by a turbine blade. If erasion occurs by a fatigue mechanism,
then this would be related to the problem of cumulative fatigue dasnage. The physical and
statistical aspects of fatigue life under repeated stress cycles of varying amplitude have been
discussed, for instance, by Freud i,^nthal (49), who presents a number of different
possible approaches to the problem. Several of them lead to the conclusion that "high stress
amplitudes shorten the fatigue life out of a'!I proportion to their number of application or
them cycle ratio". This would seem to argue against the adoption of a simplified approach
such ds a superpos:fiioA cf thy; erosion rate= dup to various droplet size or velocity ranges
computed independently, However, tie score of the present report precludes any altern-
comti ve suggestion.
To predict the amount of erosion to be expected after a finite length of time, one
requires not only the erosion rate, or ! 19,Le of the erosion -time curve, but also its intercept
as a measure of the so-called "incubation time". The dota on incubations times is too sparse
and exhibits too much scatter to allow any conclusions beyond the very broad and obv ious
one that as the impingement conditions (velocity and drop size) decline toward the threshold
value, the incuba tion time increases.
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The erosion rate-time model to be developerin Part B of this report implies that
both the incubation time and the maximum erosion rate are strongly influenced by the sta-
tistical variations in the sizes and life-tirroes of the erosion fragments formed, which in
turn are influenced by the scatter in drop sizes and velocities oz we!A as the scatter inherent
in fatigue properties themselves. Consequently, it suggested that future correlations should
be attempted on the basis of the time required to attain specified damage levels ( i.e. MDP
values), rather than on the rather arbitrarily-defined incubation and rate parameters.
The view that erosion is a form of fatigue leads directly to a number of corollaries:
1) There is little likelihood of finding one specific independently measurable
material property which will predict erosion resistance, since nc,ie has been
found to predict fatigue strength uniquely, and far more research has been done
on fatigue than on erosion.
C) In fatigue, the relation between stress and endurance is determined by test for
each material, and is not expressible in simple analytical form. Similarly, the
relation between impact velocity and erosion very likely does not follow any
i,sniversal law but must be established empirically, perhaps in graphical form,
for each material.
3) In erosion, as in fatigue, the condition of the surface is likely to be of consider-
able importance.
4) Althou gh erosion is the result of many failures, and some of the statistical scatter
found in fatigue data may well average out in an , erosion test, yet to obtain valid
results (or results with calculable conf ►,dence limits) many more data points must
be taken and many more replications must be run than has been customary to
date. Related to this is the need, often emphasized in this report, to establish
accurately the erosion versus exposure curare, and to carry out all tests to the
same degree of cumulative erosion damage if one wants to draw any quantitative
comparisons from them. The amount of testing required and the validity of results
should be optimized by proper statistical design of the experiments: this has
seldom been done in erosion testing.
f
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A final plea or suggestion to those generating erosion test data is that'with the results
they should give all the pertinent information--material identification and preparation,
physical and mechanical properties, surface preparation, size and shape of specimen, area
exposed to erosion, amount of water impinging,and if possible the drop size or drop size
distribution, impact velocity etc.--which are necessary for computing the "rationalized"
erosion and duration parameters and making meaningful correlations between these and the
I	 impingement and material parameters.
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PART B
THE VARIATION OF EROSION RATE WITH EXPOSURE TIME
F. J. Heymann
7.0 OBSERVED RATE—TIME PATTERNS
The recent literature dealing with the resistance of materials to impingement and
cavitation erosion has become increasingly concerned with the fact that the rate of material
loss is not uniform in time. While this, as a fact, had been noted for many years, some of
its consequences have only lately been emphasized. Thus, as Thiruvengadam and
Preiser (50) have pointed out, the comparison of test results can be very misleading if not
based on corresponding phases of the rate -time curve, and therefore the rather common
practice in the earlier l iterature, of testing al l specimens for the same length of time, is
subject to criticism. The authors of Reference 50 proposed that characteristic erosion-time
curves could be described in terms of four zones: an "incubation zone" with no weight loss,.
an "accumulation zone" with loss rate increasing to a peak, an "attenuation zone" with
decreasing loss rate, and finally a "steady state [ zone" with constant loss rate, f figure 31.
They do not attempt any detailed explanation for these zones, but suggest that the first three
zones are influenced by the initial condition of the surface and that only the final zone is.!
truly characteristic of the material itself and that it should be used for comparison or
correlation purposes. This particular suggestion is disputed by Plesset an4 Devine (51)^
who showed photographically that in Q magnetostrictive oscillator the "attenuation zone" is
associated with a cavitation cloud of much reduced intensity, attributed to hydrodynamic
damping effects due to the heavily roughened specimen surface. Moreover, the authors of
Reference 51 stated that the "accumulation zone" and the "attenuation' zone°' are connected
by a period of essentially uniform high loss rate persisting for same time, rather than by the
narrow peak described by Reference 50,and that there is no real indication of any final
steady-state zone. (See figure 32). Similar observations have been made by a number of
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recent investigators. Thus both Hobbs (39), using a magnetostrictive oscillator cavi-
tation test, , and Pearson I and 11) ,  using;j a drop impingement erosion rig,
have called the region of maximum erosion rate the "steady-state" period, ,a d have based
their correlations of erosion with material properties and test conditions (such as.oscillation
amplitude or impingement velocity) on this maximum loss rate. Both have associated the
declining loss-rate of final period with heavy surface damage, as did Reference 51, and 'feel
that it is not a practicable measure of the erosion resistance. This, for practical reasons,
has also been the approach adopted in Part A of this report.
All of the previously mentioned result: exhibited what may be called the "conventional"
pattern or some minor variation thereof. ( For an actual example see figure 33.) However,
there are erosion results which do not foi low this pattern at all.  Thus, Li chtman et al
in (5"2)	 presented loss-time curves of which many exhibit no apparent incubation or
acceleration stages, but rather begin with a maximum rate which declines thereafter. (See
fig ure 34.) These results were obtained in a rotating disc cavitation device.
'Exactly the same type of result has been obtained in the spray impingement erosion
test facility at the Westinghouse Steam Divisions Development Laboratory. Erosion rates
invariably seem to begin at a maximum value and then decrease-- rapidly at first, and then
more gradual ly leading into or approaching- a lower steady-shite value. Figure 35-shows
some "characteristic erosion .rate curves", obtained by curve Fitting through points obtained
from several specimens for each material. One might suspect that incubation and acceleration
stages lie in the region to the left of the curves as *shown, and were simply missed because
initial weight loss readings were generally not taken until after about two hours of exposure.
In order to check this, the weight loss of one specimen-- a titanium all©y of fairly Good
erosion resistance -- was measured after five minutes of exposure and several more times
during the first hour ®l", testing. The .result is shown in figure 36 and sug*9ests that the erosion
rate does in fact beciin at a maximum` value„ or, if there is an incubation stage, it occurred
within the first minute. The latter alternative is supported by the analytic model to be}
l
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described. In all of the titanium specimens which were tested the erosion rate has continued
to decrease for at ' least 30 hours. It may, however, be worth noting that Th iruvengadam (Zg)
'has shown the rotating disc to be the most intensive cavitation damage device, and that the
Westinghouse test facility produces impingement of probably rather small droplets at a high
velocity, probably exceeding 2000 ft/sec. Thus, ` j ingle-impact damage may be occurring
in both cases, contributing to the de-emphasis or Tack of an incubation period.
The object of this part of the report is to show that ca simple statistical model of the
erosion process, which regards erosion as a multiplicity of fatigue failures, can predict
characteristic rate-time curves of most observed types, and to discuss some of the implications
of this model in relation, to the measurement and correlation problem.
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8.0 EFFECT OF MATERIAL REMOVAL MECHANISMS ON RATE-TIME PATTERN
For the sake of argument, the spectrum of erosion mechanisms in a ductile material
may be divided into several regimes as a function of impact intensity, or, in the case of
droplet impingement, as a function of impact velocity if drop size is held constant. These
regimes obk, vously rnerge one into the other; there are no sudden transitions between them.
For very low velocities below some "first threshold" value, no measurable damage
or material loss will occur during any practical exposure time, or material loss is confined
to isolated weak spots. Such threshold velocities, empirically deduced from test or operating
experience or arbitrarily derived from the endurance limit of the material by some safety
factor, have been used as design guides in some phases of stean; ` turbine and condenser design.
It is not fully established whether there actually is a velocity below which erosion will
neve r occur:
	
Honegger (5) doubted it; and Vater (26), who suggested that the
dependence of erosion on velocity could be regarded and platted analogously to the
dependence of fatigue life on applied stress, regarded the erosion progress as one somewhat
similar to corrosion fatigue (in which there is no endurance limit). He therefore stated
that the "threshold velocity" had to be defined as that velocity below which no measurable
weight loss occurred after some s cified number of impacts. In any case, one might say
that in this first regime the erosion, if any, corresponds to that in the incubation stage of the
conventional rate-time pattern: i.e. it will be low, possibly gradually increasing with some
random fluctuasions, and will be highly influenced by the initial surface conditions and by
the possibility of simultaneous corrosion as shown by Wheeler (5).
As the velocity exceeds the first threshold, something akin to fatigue failure becomes
the predominant failure mechanism. Metallurgical observatioms substantiating this, and
descriptions of the probable sequence of events leading to failure and the formation of loose
frae me nts, hgve been provided b y `man investi ators including Vater (2 6), von Schwartz
.I (54)
	 (55)	 (17	 g)	 (20)et al	 Brunton	 , Thomas	 and Marriott and Rowden
A\
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Some investigators have found more plastic deformation in the surface than might be ex-
pected: thus Thomas (17) noted small plastic depressions in the surface during the early
stages of exposure at velocities whose presumed impact pressures were less than the yield
point of the material. Brandenberger and de Haller (4), on the basis of extensive
radiographic studies concluded that fracture in erosion is neither like static fracture nor like
r,
fatigue fracture, but , is accompanied by a degree of damage to the crystal structure which is
intermediate between thaf-associated with those failure modes. It must be remembered,
though, that the stress -geometry condition -- at least when the surface is still relatively
smooth -- is not yr such a nature as to snake "static" rupture easily possible: thus the
general regime of predominant fatigue or repeated- impact rupture will extend well into the
velocity range where each drop could be expected to produce noticeable plastic deformation.
As the velocity increases, so, presumably, the regions of plastic deformation spread from the
immediate vicinity of the fracture surface toward a general deformation of the eventually-
produced erosion fragments. In this regime one may expect to find rate-time curves exhibiting
the "conventional pattern"", i.e. an incubation stage related to the fact that 
.
a certain number
of impacts are required before fatigue failures occur, an acceleration stage, possibly a
steady-stare stage,, an attenuation stage, and possibly a final steady -state stage though
probdbly no general`i^ati^ns sh^uIdbe made about the behavior when grosss urface damage
has set in. The possibility of relating these phases in the erosion rate -time curve more
specifically to the fatigue properties of the material will be explored in the following
sections of this report.
A second "threshold velocity" may be associated with that velocity at which the
material loss due to single-impact damage process becomes significant. This is probably
related to the "visible damage threshold" described by DeCorso and Kothmann (25 and 44)^
above which a single impact leaves a distinct crater in a smooth material surface.
This regime eventually must merge into the regime of hypervelocity impact. The exact
determination of the second threshold velocity from the paint of view of material removal
is difficult, because in single-impact experiments -- such cis those performed by DeCorso(25),
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and also by Brunton X55) , Engel (40 an' 41)• and others -- the actual amount of
material removed from the surface could not be reliably established, although
crater depths or crater profiles were measured. From two curves given in Reference 56,
one can deduce that for hypervelocity impact of 1/°16 inch diameter aluminum spheres on an
aluminum surface, the ratio of target volume loss to crater volume -is approximately 0. 15 at
a velocity of 7 km/sec (23, 000'tt/sec), reducing to about 0.09 at 4 kmfsec (13, 000 ft/sec).
One may cautiously infer from this that at the velocities of interest, say 1000-4000 ft/sec,
the correspond ing ratio will be very much smaller yet. (This inference should be-valid
qualitatively although the actual material removal mechanism in the hypervelocity regime
is a liquid-like flow of the target material accompanied with some "splashing out", whereas
that in the regime of interest is related to the shear effect of radial outflow, as described
earlier). of course, this must be balanced by the fact that such loss occurs with each
impinging drop whereas many repeated impactsover some finite area are required to generate
one erosion fragment by the fatigue foi`lure mechanism. For any quantitative estimate of the
relative significance of the two mechanisms, more data are needed on each.
-Qualitatively, one may say that as single-impact erosion becomes significant, the
incubation period can no longer be a zero-weight loss period, but rather will begin by
exhibiting an erosion rate corresponding to the single-impact erosion, this rate increasing in
^nno as ,,4d ; ' ; onal f t^gdi^=tyre erosion sets in. Fatigue in this instance probably corresponds
more to low cycle ratigue due to strain cycling than to high-cycle fatigue due to stress
cycling. The geometry of the eroded surface will now be affected by the heavy plastic
deformation due to each drop as well as the breaking away of larger erosion fragments due to
fatigue fractures. Eventually, as single-impact erosion becomes the predominant mechanism,
one would expect to find little or no evidence of any incubation period, and the surface
geometry should rapidly approach a steady-state condition, so that one might expect relatively
little change of erosion rate with time.
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9.0 AN ANALYTIC MODEL OF THE EROSION RATE—TIME RELATIONSHIP
9. 1 Qual itative Description of Proposed Model
As seen in the previous section, the "conventional " erosion-rate versus time pattern
is that associated with a predominant fatigue mechanism for material removal. It is in this
regime that most of the test data and the practical experience lie.
	 As is well known, fatigue
is intrinsically a statistical process exhibiting a considerable scatter, and this fact will be
made use of in developing an analytical model for the erosion rate -time pattern applicable
to this regime. The qualitative results have interesting implications with reference to the
previously reviewed findings and eta previously-attempted correlations between erosion and
fatigue data. The approach to be gescribed, though numerical in nature, can at this t ime
predict no more than qualitative trends and should be considered as exploratory.
The mathematical and logical formulation of the model, both in a preliminary and in
an elaborated form, is given in detail in Section 10.	 The basic reasoning of the model	 is
as follows:
It is assumed that each small element of surface is subjected to an impact fatigue
^environmen# and that after a certain time ( i.e.., a certain number of impacts) it will be
detached from the surface as an erosion f7agment, due to sub-surface fatigue failure.	 Further,
we assume; that when many such surface; elements of°e considered, the individual times required
for their removal would be described by some statistical distribution function, much as the
number of cycles to failure of a large number of fatigue specimens (stressed to the same level)
can be described by a distribution function. When erosion fragments are removed and expose
"fresh" surface to impingement attack, the time to remove elements of this new surface will
likewise be described by a distribution function, and so on. The time-to-failure distribution
function for these newly-exposed surfaces will probabiy not be the some o, that for the original
surface, since they will have been subjected to some sub-surface stress condition even before
being exposed to direct impingement, and since the surface geometry v, 7 i l l be different.
Y^	
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In the case of conventional fatigue specimens, the, distribution occurs primarily as a
result of the statistical nature of the fatigue process itself. In the case of erosion fragments,
it must ultimately ^ eflect the variations in the concentration and tie severity of impacts
i. e., droplet velocities and sizes), variations in the local "surface geometry and properties,
and variations in the size of fragments formed. At present, however, one arbitrary distribution
curve is assumed to represent all of these sources of scatter.
Qualitatively, it can be seen that if these distributions had very little scatter or
dispersion. Le,,, if the life times of all surface elements were about equal, then the erosion
rate would be zero until that lifetime was reached, at which instant a very , high rate would
be exhibited while all of the original surface flaked off, to be followed by another interval
of zero rate until the second layer flaked off, etc.
If, however, these distributions have a significant dispersion, one can intuitively
predict that this will result in a .rate-time curve which up to a first 'peak looks somewhat like
the distribution curve, but in wi-,ich subsequent pocks and valleys are dttenuated and a
steady-state rete is approached. 1^e^ . incubation period" will exist if the dispersion is not
excessive. One might think of the variation in the surface element lifetimes as "dispersing"
the periodicity associated with one layer being removed after another.
The preliminary mathematical formulation and computer program considered one
distribution function applicable to `the original surface, and one other applicable to each ,of
the subsequently exposed "surfaces	 • •	 •	  	 both were specified as rvorrnal d istributions truncated
and normalized over a fin ite time spano Thus the significant input parameters were the
nominal mean lifetime NO and standard deviatf` n ( a F) for the original surface, and the
corresponding value;I (tAG and v G) for the "u n, dersurfaces ". Figure 37 shows"some rate-
,
time' curves obtained, by this program; with the distribution parameters. as indicated. Note
that the attaining of a steady-state rate is ``hastened both by increasing the dispersion of the, 	 ; ;y
functions, and by specifying a shorter mean lifetime for the undersurfaces as compared, to the
origina l Surface,
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Fluctuations such as shown in figure 37 have occasionally been observed, as i l
lustrated b \ figure 38 which shows rate-time curves computed from experimental cumulative
^^	 (57)
erosion curves presented by Kent
	 Moreover, fluctuate' ns which would appear quite
prominent in rate-tune curves are not nearly as evident if the same data are plotted as
cumulative erosion versus time -- which, after all, is how the data are actually obtained.
Therefore it seems quite conceivable that in many cases such fluctuations would barely
have been noted and would have been "smoothed" out of the raw data, or might have been
lost entirely through the data points being too far apart in time.
The fluctuations, however, are by no means an inevitable consequence of this model
if non-symmetrical distribution functions are used, as will be seen in the results obtained
from the elaborated formulation of the model, described below.
9.2 ;description and Results of Elaborated Model
In the elaborated analysis we have chosen to use log-normal distribution functions,
since -- as shown by References 58 and 59 -- these provide a reasonable representation of
fatigue life data. For added flexibility one can adopt a "delayed" log-normal, i.e., one
which would appear as , a normal distribution if the frequency of faila es were plotted versus
log ( t-T j, where T , ,represents a "delay time" introduced "to ensure that no failures occur
prior to time t	 T©,
The distributiOn, when plotted on a lea ,,, scale, is then described by its mean (m)W
and its standard ldwiation °(cr). But one must use the distribution as transformed onto arith-
metic c. "real- time" scales. An important point to note is that while in a symmetrical
distribution the mean, median, and mode values coincide, that is not true for a skew
distribution such as the I69---normal. The "real-time" value corresponding to m, which is
denoted by T m `= lOm; establishes the median value of the log—.normal distribution --
i.e., thdt^,4alue of t° at which half of the specimens (or surface elements) will have failed.
Thrs is the value general ly used to establish a point of an engineering;,S -N curve. In the
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"delayed" log- normal, the median value is given by , M = To + TM . The mode, or peak
in the distribution, curves, will occur at a time value less than M. The mean value, or
arithmetic average of all life-times, will occur at a time value greater than M, or	 1^J
specifically at a time E = T + T x 101.15°'2. For purposes of discussion, we willo m
characterize all distributions by their values of T o, , a, and either M or E.
The elaborated model permits the specifying of a different distribution function for
eaa'h "level" below tJ a original surface, and of two different functions for the original
surface: one for the "unaffected surface", in which erosion takes place by, the initiation
of new pits, and one for the "affected surface", which is that surroundffig existing pits and
in which erosion is presumed to take place by the lateral ,growth of these pits. The prpgrarrr
computes the rate of erosion, the cumulative erosion, and the exposed area at "each level,
from which in turn, it can compete an average surface profile , and surface roughness at
selected time nnints`_
s
The number of variations which could be investigated with this program is unlimited,,
and all that can be demonstrated. here: , are some ' of the important effects. The most significant
of these is , the effect of the dispersion parameter ar. References 59 and 49 suggest that in
conventional fatigue tests., a; on a log 10 scaled ranges approximately from 0. 15 to 0. 40, and
for erosion fragment lifetimes even higher dispersions may be expected. Figure 39 shows
computed erosion time curves for various values of or from 0. 15 to 0. 80, with the median (M)
held censtant-` Figure 410 shows, a corresponding set of curves with the mean (E) held
°constant. In ;each case To = 0, and the same distribution is assumed for all surfaces and
levels. Since in such cases the eventual steady-state erosion rate must bp, proportional to
the. reciprocal of the mean life-tim0, all curves in figure 40 approach thd some steady-stage
rate.
Two striking results appear from these curves: Firstly, the maxim"um , erosion rates
vary considerably.Secondly, almost ,a,l l of^the^)experimentaI Iy-found rate-time patterns
can be at least qualitatively generate i by proper choice of the dispersion parameter c,
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When 4 is small, the curves exhibit damped fluctuations similar to those of figure 37. When
a is increased, the fluctuations die out and' the steady-state rate is attained quite quickly.
When a is farther increased, a'lsingle peak appears in the curve, and at very high values of
a this peek may occur so early that the time resolution is .just not fine enough to show the
acceleration stage of the rate-time curve, and the curve therefore appears to begin at its
maximum value. The some is probably true for experimental data like that of figure 34 - 360
It does not seem unreasonable to suppose that erosion due to very small droplets, where each
impact stresses only a minute portion of the surface area,.would be characterized by a high
dispersion in the fragment Iife-times,
In many of the curves' of figures 39 and 40 the ratio of the erosion peak to the
expected steady -state value is not as great as sometimes found in practice --- but it should
be recognized that at time values greater than the median, the surface has suffered heavy
erosion damage and one may therefore expect that geometric effects such as suggested by
References 5, 11 and 51 may have set in by this time and have caused an additional
diminution of the erosion rate and possibly suppression of further fluctuations. Certainly
	
, one would expect the results predicted by ,this analysis to be! at least rnodifIzd`by the geo-	 ^t
metric effects. Thus, figures 39 (d) and 40 (b) may correspon '^j to experimental results of the
type of figures 31, and figures 39(b) and 40 ,(a) to results of th e type of figure 32, It is
^r
possible,  how fiver that some , appropriate combination of distribution functions for the
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would not correspond to a steady-state value.
f figure 41 shows an example of slowing down the I , ss rate from the "unaffected
surface as compared to ghat of all other surfaces -- which are^ presumed to be more susceptible
to erosion because of .the irregular , geometry. This case ii^ identical to that of figpn^ 39(d)
except that for the unaffected surface the median lifetime has been increased to 3. G. Mote
that the shape ofthe ,rate curve has been made, more similar to that typified by figure 31;^ the
cum"`vlative loss rate is also shown ,and is quite s im ilar to typical curves such as figure 33
C
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Figure 42 shows "surface profile" curves, at various values of time "T", for some
of the previous cases. The ordinates indicate the surface "level", with 0 representing the
original surface. The abscissas represent the area not yet eroded away at each level. The
difference in abscissa between adjacent levels represents the area "exposed" at the lower
of the two levels. Note that in figure 42(a), a case of low dispersion value (a- 0.25),
the erosion is shallower and more evenly d istributed than in the other two cases wh i ch
represent high dispersion values (a = 0.8). This suggests that the geometric effects which
tend to reduce the erosion rate -- i.e., those due to high roughness -- care delayed in
the former case, which may explain why the maximum erosion rate in such a case may
persist for some time and give rise to rate curves typified by figure 32. Figure 43 shows
the computed surface roughness, versus computed mean depth of penetration, For the some
three cases, confirming the lower roughness associated with a lower dispersion value.
9.3 Discussion and Conclusions
Now to examine the implications of this model with respect to correlations of incu-
bation times and erosion rates. Since the incubation time seems obviously related to the
fatigue nature of erosion, several investigators have attempted correlations reflecting this.
(37)-- 
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corrosion fatigue limit for 10 7 cycles  of these materials. Mathiesun and Hobbs (f^'®)d  a
similar correlation with the conventional endurance limit, for several aluminum alloys. In
both cases the results were reasonably consistent, but the approach is hardly logical since
the incubation time in erosion surely should be related to  finite-life-time to failure, rather
than to a stress value at which no failure occurs. Thus the success of these correlations
surely depended on a second, implicit, correlation between the finite fatigue lives at the
test stress, and the endurance limits, valid for the group of materials compared. Ripken
et al (38) have used a more logical approach, and have correlated the number of impacts cor-
responding to the incubation time at a given impact veloc ► ty, with the number of cycles to
failure in bending fatigue at an equivalent stress level. The stress level was assumed to be
111-94
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given by the waterhammer pressure ( p CV). The incubation period was defined by the inter-
cept, on the time axis of the cumulative weight loss curve, of the straight line approxima-
ting the high erosion rate stage.
If the previously developed model is valid, this procedure is still not quite correct.
The statistical model implies that the apparent incubation period depends not only on the
mean I ifetime of the erosion fragments but also on the scatter or dispersion in these I ifetimes.
The erosion-rate becomes non-zero when the first "element" fails, and continues to increase until
approximately the mode or most probable value of the lifetime is reached on the top surface.
But it is the median value -- which may occur later yet if the distribution is skewed --
which corresponds to the nominal lifetime at the appropriate stress as obtk^ined from ca conven-
tional S-N fatigue curve. Whether either the median lifetime or the associated scatter in
erosion fragments corresponds to that of full-scale bending or pull-type fatigue specimens is
at present a moot question. However, the discrepancies in the correlations of Reference 38
are in the direction which the above argument would predict.
If one stipulates a steady-state erosion process, then the erosion rate would certainly
be inversely proportional to the mean lifetime of erosion fragments (provided their size dis-
tributiOn semained constant). This is the basis from which one can draw the analogy between
the (loss rate ) - ' versus impact velocity in erosion, and cycles to Failure versus stress level
in fatigue, as proposed by Reference 26, This appears to provide a rational basis for attempt-
ing to predict an erosion -speed relationship on the basis of known fa t igue data for the material,
although to rry knowledge this attempt has not been made. But here, again, the statistical
model suggests that the "obvious" approach is not quite correct. It implies that the maximum
erosion rate -- which many investigators have l inearized and used in correlations, for good
and valid practical reasons -- does not necessarily represent a steady -state erosion process
at all , Pat rather the "deluge" of erosion fragment's from the top surface layer which takes
place in the vicinity of the "most probable" fragment lifetime from the beginning of exposure.
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Thus the maximum instantaneous erosion rate is, again, not merely a function of the average
fatigue lift: of the surface elements but also of the scatter in lifetimes. Consequently, any
external or internal effect which influences that scatter will influence the maximum erosion
rate, even though it may not affect the eventual hypothetical steady-state rate.
Finally, what can this model contribute toward the resolution of the dispute referred
to in Section 7.	 It implies, firstly, that Reference 50 is correct in claiming that the
erosion rates during the stages encompassing the first peak in the rate-time curve are not
characteristic merely of the material under test, since, as we have seen, the shape of this
curve depends on the shape of distribution functions which, in turn, depend. in part on
characteristics of the test method such as the distribution of bubble or droplet sizes, etc.
It implies, secondly, that while the erosion rate would, in the absence of tither influences
tend toward a steady-state value as postulated by Reference 50, this generally occurs only
after most of the original surface `has eroded away, by which time the surface damage will
be so severe- as to make the erosion conditions susceptible to geometry effects such as
described by Reference 51. In short, the instantaneous erosion rate may never be characteristic
of only the material, and for valid correlations it will become necessary to standardize the
test method very carefully, or to use properly chosen cumulative erosion measurements, such
as the time required to attain some specified value -of the rationalized erosion (MDP) of
F?idECtical sl,	 licance.
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Figure 37. Typical Computed Erosion Rate-Time Curves from Preliminary
Statistical Model, Using Normal Distribution Functions
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Figure 39. Computed Rate-Time Curves Based on Log-Normal Distributions, 	 a
Showing Effect of Varying Dispersion, a, with Median
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Figure 42 Exa^,hples of Computed "Surface "Profile" , Curves (Showing the
Uneroded Area,,as a Function of Level Below the Original Surface,
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Figure 43. Computed rms Surface Roughness Versus Mean Depth of Penetration	 a
(Cumulative Erosion) for Figure 42. The letters (a), (b) and (c)
Correspond to the Similarly-Designated Cases in figure 42
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10.0 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF MODEL
10.1 First Simplified Formulation
Let any surface exposed to erosion be thought of consisting of elementary areas (or
volumes, if their thickness is considered) whose life-tit»es under the erosion attack can be
described by a normalized distribution function f (t) Thus by definition
OD
f (t) dt - 1.0	 (21)
and the distribution function for 'a specific area A, 'exposed to erosion from time t = 0, is
	 f
therefore
1
F' (t) _ A fAt)	 (22)
(
Since a surface element is bast from 4he surface w' hen its life-time is , reached, equation 22
can equally well.,be regarded as gloss rate function for the area A.
Equation 22 may be fuAor general ized ' by stating that the loss rate- from an area A 1 , , t.
first exposed to erosion at time t 	`1' is the reafter.	 e^	 - 1 ,	  given by
F 
1
(t) ._ A 
1 
f (t^--r; 1 )	 (23'^
Let us now consider the original or "t0 surface of a body exposed is erosion. One
may take i ts area to be unity, and (eyery, portion of its area is simultaneously exposed to
_ erosion, at time t , = 0. Thus'f (t) 'adequately ;describes the loss rtiate from the top surf e.
As surface.area is eroded, or last, from the top surface, an equal "area is created, or exposed,
at 'the "second" level; I®catcd at distance h below the surface where,h is assumed as the
thickness of erosion fragments. ; For convenience the thickness ,,h will also be assigned a
numerical value, of un- ity on some appropriate scal'i., In turn, the second level surface will
be eroded to expose a third leVel ' urface, ° and so on. But in;;computrlg the .actual Foss rates
from, al I of the "undersurfaces", one must recognize , that the I ifeti7ies of surface elements
111-104
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must be measured from the^time they were first exposed, and the total loss rate from a14,
surface elements which were first e::posed during a time increment dT at time T, depends
t	 on the total area which was fi rst' exposed `during that time i n^ erva l . 	 ^ ^
Let Y(t) be the total rate of erosion, from cd l levels, at time t. This is what one J
desires to compute. But Y(t) is, ipso facto, dlso ' 4,`
 ual to the rate at which new surfat-e
area is exposed, at all levels,rbelow the top surfafl"le, at time, t. (Strictly speaking, itl-st
proportional to it, but with h = 1.0 it is numerlfcally equal.)
Thus the total surface area first exposed during incre , entdT at time T, is Y(T)`1
 ,
IVand the Loss rate fromthis area at time t is, by equation 23.'
c
p (t) = f (t-T Y(T) dT
	 (2<\tT	 )	 )	 \)
c The total loss rate at time t from all undersOrfaces is composed of contributions fr ni all	 \
undersurfacw',areas, first exposed during all , Dime-- increments from T = 0 to T = t, ,or
^t
f (t-T) Y, (T) dT
The total "Toss rate or erosion rate or erosCan date, Y(t), is the sum of that from the top surface
.oiid that pontributed by all undersurfaces, or,
Y(t) - f(t) +f(t-T) Y(T) dT	 =	 (25)
fo
The fact that the contributions from the undersurfaces._ and from the top surface form two
distinct terms in equation 25 makes it conveniently possible to assign a diffe ►,:ent distribution
function for the top surfaces as compared to all undersurfaces. This is desird6le if one wants
to reflect the fact that "the top surface has in many ways ,a different nature ar)d history than
the'` undersurfaces exposed as °a result of erosion. 'finally, then one can state'
YW
	
f(t) +	 g (t
r
 T),_ Y(T) dT
	
^	 (26,)
o
where f(t)	 disrri6oion function for top surface
gi(t)	 distribution function for undersurfaces,
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It is worth noting that equation 26 is a well--known integral equation having a
convolution integral as its last term. A Laplace transformation yields
y(S) = f(S) + g (S) y(S)
By ordinary algebra
y (s) = f (S)	 - g (S)
	 (27)
or
Y(t) ! L- 1
	f(S)' .! 1 ' g(S)
	 (28)
This solution may be useful if equation 26 has an easy Laplace transform and equation 27 has
an easy inverse transform. Ordinarily, numerical methods are required.
For the initial explorations equation 26 was computer-programmed directly, using
Normal distributions for functions f(t) and g(t), normalized over specified time spans rather
than between the limits of plus and minus infinity as suggested by equation 21.
f
10.2 Formulation of Elaborated Model
In further explorations of this approach, it is desirable not oniy to Deep track of the
area expowd at each "level" as a function of time, so that an average surface profile or
surface roughness can be -computed,- but it also may be desirable to assign different distribu-
tion functions fo all levels. Are analytical "continuity approach" to this becomes very
cumbersome, and since the final evaluation is in any case a numerical one by computer, it
becomes advantageous to develop the model as a step-wise process in time, and to have the
computer program compute the processes occurring in each time interval, one after the other.
In a sense, the computer program becomes a digitalized analog of the physical process.
The crux of the approach is that the program maintains, and up-dates for each time
interval, the array S L
	in which each value represents the surface area presently existing
v
at Level L and dating back to time interval J during which it was first exposed as a result of
loss from the next-higher level. Thus the total surface area presently existing at level L
C
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N-1
would be given.byF	 S L,, J, where N is the present time interval at which the evaluating
J-1
is being done.
Let us now . define a modified rate or quotient function q (t), which represents the
loss rate as a proportion of the remaining area a t time t. In terms of the previously used
distribution function f(t), this is
f (t)
q (t) =	 t
1.0- o f(t)dt
For computation purposes the continuous function q (t) is replaced by a loss quotient Q1
representing the finite amount of loss during the I th time interval after the surface has first
been exposed. This can be represented by
QI = q (I ,4t) At
where At is the length of a time interval. The program computes and stores all values of
(29)
Q 	 I , where the additional subscript L refers to the level; thus a different distribution
function f(t) can be specified for each level.
The total erosion from all levels during time interval N, YNJ' will, then be composed
of all contributions of the type
RL, J = SLr J QLr N- J
	 (30)
where 
RLr J 
re'presents the loss rate from that area at level L which was first created during
time interval J. The total erosion rote is therefore approximated by
y
  =1
M- N-1
lrhLL] RL, J of
L=L J=1	 i /
	
^?31)
whore bL = thickness of erosion fragments lost from L th level
M	 total number of levels considered
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Using the RL, J values computed from the S LR J array which was valid for the beginning of
the N th time interval, one can readily compute the new values of SLR J which are valid fo
i 
r
the end of the N th interval, i .e., for the beginning of the (N + 1)-th interval:
	L, Ji	 L, J	 L,
 N+1	 N	 N
for al I values of J < ., N, and
J
N-1
	
SL, N	 —	 P	 (3'26
^a+1	 L-1 ^ J
	
J =1	 N
for 	 N.
The manner in Which the cumulative erosion, surface " profile" and surface roughness
can be computed from the above-mentioned quantities is straightforward.
The log -Normal frequency distribution function as programmed is of the form
	 3'
2
	
f (t) =	 1	 exp	 - {log 04) - m ]	 (33)
a(t-T
	
o)	 2
This function has the following properties;
The mean, or expected value, is
+ m +(1 /2) ^ 2E _ To a	 (34)
The median value is
M
M = To +e	 (35)
The mode, or most probable, value, is
2'
P=To+e
	 (36)
e
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The input may be prescribed in terms of To, m and a directly; the latter two may also be
prescribed in terms of the equivalent logarithms to base 10, or in terms of Nye equivalent
real-time quantities Tm = em and R = eor
10.3 Discrete Pit Formation and "Affected" Surface
In order to model the probable progress of erosion damage more faithfully, a further
elaboration has been 'introduced for the top surface only. This is based on the observation
that erosion tends to proceed by the formation and growth of discrete pits -- which may
extend to a considerable depth while adjacent "top surface" is still intact - rather than by
a randomly-distributed depth.
To approach this condition, the top surface is considered as consisting of two "kinds"
of surface: "affected areas" and "unaffected areas". Affected areas are defined as those
areas of the top surface immediately surrounding existing erosion pits, whose resistance to
erosion may be assumed to be influenced by this fact. Therefor;, one distribution function,
fa(t), is provided for the affected area, and another, f u(t) for the'unaffected urea which is
the remainder of the still existing top surface. (In general one would suppose that fa is such
as to result in,;more rapid erosion than fu, but the program does not make this a requirement).
The actual amount of area considered cis affected is computed as follows: Let w be a
characteristic dimension of erosion fragments
., which must be prescribed in the, progra r input.
Then the affected area A. associated with a pit of surface area A  is defined as the area
of an annulus of width w surrounding a circle of area A p. In other words, all of the
potential erosion fragments bounding upon an existing pit are considered "affected area".
To carry this calculation through it is of course necessary to know the number and size
distribution of all pits. This is done as follows: During any time interval N, the loss from
the existing," unaffected" surface, based on the fu distribution function, is divided into, an
integral number of values A® (where Ao `4 the area of a circle of diameter w). Thus a known
number of new pits -- all of area Ao -- are said to be "initiated". For t`rie subsequent
v
time interval, the new pits are assigned their annulus of affected area. Further enlargement
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of each of this generation of pits takes place by erosion from the affected area surrounding it,
requiring the "transformation" of additional surrounding area to maintain the previously
specified relationship between affected area and pit area. Thus the number and present size
of each generation of pits, and extent of affected area surrounding them, can be established
and updated.
The rate of loss from the affected areas is based on the fa distribution function, but
not in a simple manner. Let us for the moment talk in terms of the continuous functions,
though the actual calculations are of course carried through in terms of step-wise loss
quotients as explained previously„ Consider now an area which existed as unaffected area
until time TT, at which time it becomes "transformed" into affected area. Up until TT the
loss from this area was governed by fu; henceforth it is to be governed by faI. Upon reflection
it can be seen that our purpose would not be served in any real is tic way by simply saying that
at t = TT the loss rate jumps from fu ( TT) to fa (TT) and henceforth is given by a(t). (In 'an
extreme case, %(t) may represent such rapid erosion that T T is well beyond the mean or mode
value and fa(TT) is already sensibly zero. Thus no further erosion, rather than more rapid
erosion, would result from this switch.) A wholly rigorous approach would have to be based
on cumulative fatigue damage theory, but a device which is adequate for our purpose is to
require that the fa distribution function be entered at an "effective time" ,,TF, such that the
cumulative loss due to fa at TE is equai to the cumulative loss due to" I ar :T or
	
T 	 TT
fa(T)dT =	 fu(T)dT	 (37)
	
fo	 0.
If TE is defined by equation 37, then the loss rate from the area under consideration, at any
time t subsequent to t = TT, is given by a (t -TT + TE). This device will at least ensure that
if a given area is "transformed" at any time T T whatever, then 100% of it --- no moi°e and
no less -- will have been lost at time t = a which is the minumum logical requirement
of any realistic approach. For some types of distribution functions, it is possible to express
^	 f
f^
4
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l;
and fa(t) = pae
TE in terms of TT and the function constants.
ponential functions, where
_pU t
fu(t) = pue
Thus, for the simple case of (normalized) ex-
-pat
it is easy to show that
TE = TT ( Pa e Pu )
An analytic expression can also be obtained for the log-normal distribution, but in many
other cases, including the normal distribution, TE would have to be computed by'trial-and-
error procedures front the relationship of equation 37.
A consequence of this approach is that not only mush the total affected area associated
with each "generation" of pits be known but so must each "generation" of affected area,
since the rate of loss from any portion of the affec ,te^^ area depends on when it had been
"transformed" from the unaffected to affected status. The number of pe- rtine.nt computations
required during 'the N th time interval is therefore N 2, and the number of memory locations
required for the affected area array is M2a where M is the maximum number of time intervals
to be computed. This is a compelling argument for making M reasonably = small (100 in our
program), which makes for a rather coarser time "grid" than one wound otherwise desire.
The details of the computation method would require too much apace to present here,
but are generally analogpus to the method described for the undersurfaces by equations 30
through 32. It should be emphasized merely that the concept of ero lion by discrete pa rticles
of specified size is appl ied only to the initiation of new pits in the unaffected surface, and
that the loss rates from the second and lower layers do not concern themselves with whether
the second layer surface was exposed as a result of loss from unaffected or affected surface.
This distinction is only made for the loss rates from the top surface itself.
The program in its present form has provision for using either log-normal distributions
(torepresent fatigue damage), or exponential distributions ( to represent: single-impact damage).
1^
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PART C
CHEMICAL DISSOLUTION BY LIQUID METALS 'I
F. R. Arce I la
11.0 MODEL OF TURBINE BLADE ,DISSOLUTION IN LIQUID METALS 	 i
11.1 Background f
The chemical diss6hition of various materials into alkali and heavy liquid metals has
been extensively investigated. Results, particularly with alkali metal systems, have been
scattered. This scatter occurs because many difficulties arise when working with alkali -liquid
metals. Dissolution rates, besides varying with the standard parameters of temperature ` material,
flow rates, and temperature grad ients, are also strongly influenced by alkali metal purity (small
ppm concentrations of oxygen, carbon, or nitrogen contribute to increased corrosion), by
dissimilar metal couples within the system, hot trap and getter efficiency, etc. Also, as experi^
mental techniques and controls improve, the comparison of recent experimental results with earlier
data further contributes to the problem.
Most liquid metal corrosion data, either from refluxing capsules, natural convection loops,
or pumped loops, has been of a qualitative nature. General surface dissolution, grain boundary
penetration, and genera l mass transfer have been noted. However, the vast number of variables r
involved in most systems has 'not permitted the mathematical approaches expressed by Epstein in
Reference 61 or Gi ll in Reference 63 to be extended to these more complex systems. - Thus,
experience with materials and systems has been relied upon to designate the materials and their
properties most compatible to the system in which they are to be incorporated.
Within the last few years improved experimental techniques and equipment have permitted
investigators to reduce some of the variables (especially oxygen contamination) to less influential
levels. The quantitative data being generated today can, with due consideration of its source
i,
and system, be extrapolated to other L^sirni lar systems for rough, +predictive comparisons.
In this section the chemical dissolution of a turbine blade material into the thin stream
OM
of condensed potassium that flows radially outward along the blade is considered. Epstein's
static dissolution
	 Y	
•	
p`o  equation in Reference 61 was solved vvith,d narrosc dissolution parameters from
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Gill in Reference 63. The resulting approximation of 2.3 Mils/10, 000 hours compares with
actual test data (chemical dissolution) of 1.5 in Reference 67 and 1.0 (^ ^0) mils/10, 000 hours.
These figures indicate the relative range of dissolution attack by direct chemical
action that could be expected in a system°of low oxygen concentrations. Unless flow rates
across turbine blades are substantially higher than those considered here, it would seem
unlikely that direct chemical dissolution will result in any serious damage by alkali-metals
to turbine rotor blades.
It is known that chemical dissolution of a material will occur preferentially on the
least densely packed crystal surfaces and at grain boundaries. Such preferred dissolution may
have a weakening effect on, the material which, when coupled with the impact stresses of
droplets, may result in an acceleration of the impact erosion 'process.
11.2 Turbine Blade Dissolution in Liquid Metal
For a fl\czw of liquid metal across a turbine glade, as ;n figure 44, consideration can be
given to the removal of blade material through the ordinary dissolution of a solid into a liquid.
1
L
-^. W
	
.
lb. liquid
metal
FLOWFATE =x ,0.4 x 10-3 FT^)':,(LENGTH) SEC	 611131-35B
"Figure 440 Ra,dial Liquid Flow .Along Turbine Blade (with
a Shallow Angle to with the Radi'l D'orection)
Etf-113
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For a flown given as the pounds of liquid metal . impacting along--the blade per foot of blade length
per second, the fold, ing additional considerations are made:*
I) All flow is assumed radial and to contact the surface of the blade over a band
two centimeters deep from the leading edge.
2) Time of actual contact between i', , iquid and blade will be required, since
dissolution will fi► I low an Arrhen'us relation with time.II3) Assumption of a proper Arrhenius ^soIution-rate constant must be found
through correlation; with the lite wure.	 4i
4) The time of contact between liqui''d metal in flow and the blade is assumed
to be as ,though all flow onginate^ at the hub instead of being of distributed
origin as is the actual ase. (Obv!iously overstating the residence time.)
5) Dimensionless parameters and velocity kfoundary Payer effects are neglected
as such, and the theoretical form of ,,,. the equation used, implies a, reaction-
rate limited, constant temperature pr^ cess. However, the empirical constants,
used in this development were select"Id from data taken at flow velocities of
the order expected on turbine blades.,,,
6) Although the liquid metal flowing ove; the blade would; ordinarily contain
	
r^
some concentration of blcde material (01 issolved), it is assumed that the flow
considered begins as pure liquid metal. (Obviously overstating potential'
r^ircn^r^^inn rrvracitv_)
.According xio Epttein in Reference 61, the dissolution of a metal into a liquid can be
described as
n (t) = no 1 exp (- k A t)	 ^;	 (38)o	 V
p	 rs.ws^
*The ra ges of Liquid metal flow, velocities of flow, film thickness cfn6 W;dth used-here, are all
assumed quantltie^, and do not represent actual calculations or data from liquid metal turbines.
They do represent some, insight into the probable magnitudes of the assumed qurantities based on
steprn turbine calculations.
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where
n(t)	 is the concentration of dissolving solute as a function of time
in	 is the equilibrium saturation solubility of solute in the solvent
A	 is the area of contact between solid and liqui'Id
V	 is the yalume of liquid in contact with the S'04d
t	 is the time of contact
k	 is the solution-rate constant
The parameter k varies with"temperature, flow rate (mixing), materials, surface, etc.
and at best must -.be determined fc;r each system under consideration. Although few k values
are tecordl,W in literature,, the., values and systems in the table below will indicate the range
1,6
-of k. A 0,'^oice of k 5 x 10 cm/sec was made for this calculation. The basis for this choice
was inf luenced by the materials and system of Referenl"°:e 63." 
TABLE I
SOLUTION-RATE, CONSTANTS_
SI,	 k (cm/sec.,estem	 Temperature	 Reference
Cu -or- Pb ( 11 i+)	 5100C	 6.07 x 10-4
	
621	 0-3
Cu	 Bi (I iq	 51OPC	 1,91 x 10	 62
304	 Li (liq.)	 `5100C	 1.54 x 10-6	 3
304	 Li (I ia.)	 6120C	 7.50 x 10 
-6	
63.
Since it is assumed the. ,-, !`quid metal flows at an average width of flow from the leading
edge of 2 Vim, the area of contact per foot of length would thus be approximately 2 cm x 30.4
cm 60.81 1 	
2
Since the centrifugal acceleration force on the liquid on a rotor blade surface Is quite
high,, the rddidi llow 'of liquid slang th e leading" edge of the blade may be assumed to be less2^p
than I mil thick. The radial flow velocity V is chosen 2 ft/sec. Thus the duration time per
U11if of flow tri a I ft path is 0.5 sec.
°	 ► Astromdear
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In 0.5 sec the volumes V of liquid metal flowing across the 1 ft Length of surface is i
V = 0.4 x -.3	 lb liquid' 
metal	 454	 ms	 cc	 = 0.1d16 cc10	 _ x	 ' x 0.5 sec 
x0 99ms(liquid metal)ft path sec
"; a the saturation solubility, of various materials in liquid potassium is given in table 2h 
o r>
' TABLE 2	 -
SATURATION SOLUBILITIES IN LIQUID POTASSIUM (K) 	 a 	 I^
S stem Temperature	 n	 m)
	
o	 Reference	 ^I
\Fe 	 K 10000 
	
500*	 64
'K
o
25OPC
	
6	 64
a.
	
K
' ^	 500°C	 3 	 65
Pe.	 K 1000°C	 100*	 66
?MI,	 -►- K 1000--C	 0
	
20	 66
Thus in equation 38
,(t) n	 (1 ' e;xp	 ' k	 A	 t)
,a	 V
, n (t)
-	
-6	 60.8 cm2
 PPS*	 1 - exp ( 5 x0	 cm/sec	 0.106 cc,	 (.5) sec)]
300 ppm.
	
1 -e-.00144
1.44>x 103300 pi•,^ m
0.431,-Ppm
* ' 300 PPM' saturation solubility chosen as the average of n
0 
for I:e -- K from table 2.
^
^ =	 r3
	I l P;: 116 ^4	
.
_
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Eaach mass unit of liquid metal that flows over 1 ft length of turbine blade (radially) picks up
0.431 ppm of blade material (IIMM assumed to be ironlike in makeup, physical properties, etc.)
through the process of dissolution. Each foot of blade material has a liquid metal flow rate of
° 0.4 x 10_ 3 Ib/sec, For 10, 000 hours operation, the amount of blade lost would be
I 	 (I iq^u id 	 /t^
r	 -3	 me,ial	 =^	 16,03lade	 4	 3.6 (10 w^M^ ) sec0.4(10 ) -^,-^-- x A431) 10	 ^--:^ ^-- x ^10 hr x ^-^-^
,sec	 ^^	 lb liquid	 ^r
8	 metal
6.2 x 10 3 ,lb,, blade losVl0, 000 hours/ft, blade length
For an area of 61.8 cm2 and a blade density of 8 gms/cc the thickness- loss would b6
6.2, x 10 ' I 
	
454ems	 1	 1 inch
--	 8 gms/cc 	 b	 x 60 IZ x 2.54.;
	..	 ^
-- 2.28 mils/10 , 000 hours
ORNL	 rerun on attack b flowing NaK (2-^0 "ft^sec) to the,eporti g
	
Y
SNAP-8°system, found thatr' T, aximum attack occurred in a system (with less than 30 ppm
oxygen) on Hastellqy N at the outlet end o of the SNAP-8 reactor, Extrapolation,of this data
indicates that corrosion at this point will be less than 1.5 mils in 10,000 hours of 1300°F.
These figures indicate the relative-range of dissol-ution attack by direct chemical
action that could be expected in a system of low oxygen concentrations. Unless flow rates
-
	
	
,	 ,fir 	 r.
across rumine oiaaes , are_sunsrantipriy nigher than those c;onsiaerea here,we d(  not think it
likely that-direct chemical dissolution will result in any'serious damage by.ali''kal i-metals to
	
turbine rotor blades.	 r	 0
ORNLr (68
 and 69) has also been 'investigating the compatibility! of
potential tcatbine materials (D-43, TZM, FS-85, T-111, and Cb-1 Zr) ; in pota^siu^n boiling
and condensing loops. One Cb"l Zr forced-circulation ` loop (with C^ I Zr nozzle and
turbine-blade specimens was operated for 300 hours with a maximum temperature_,of+.1100 °C
^y
III^1.17
1
4
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(minimum 3550C). Maximum attack was one mil at the impingement area of the second stage
blade. No evidence of attack or deposits was found in the boiler, condenser or subcooler.
Tests on 316 s/'s, Haynes-25 and TZM again revealed the maximum erosion damage at the
middle nozzle-blade position (three blade positions in the test) with the lowest vapor quality
(32 percent). These tests revealed little damage beyond formation of a smooth, shallow.,,
depression at the second-stage blade impingement area.
It is known that chemical dissolution of a mate0al' into a liquid metal will occur
preferentially on the least densely packed crystal surfaces and at grain boundaries. Such
preferred dissolution may have a weakening effect on the material which, when coupled with
the impact stresses of droplets, may result in an acceleration of the impact erosion process.
t
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